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Body found in
Families open homes and
hospital's
hearts to Katrina victims
maintenance
area Wednesday
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH, Ky. — The body of a 47-year-old Calloway County
man was found Wednesday afternoon in a maintenance area at
Lourdes Hospital a day after he was reported missing.
The man, whose identity isn't being released until more family
members are contacted, worked at the hospital as an outside contractor who repaired elevators, said McCracken County Coroner Dan
Sims.
Sims said the death investigation is continuing, but he doesn't
suspect foul play. The man's name and cause of death are expected
to be released this afternoon.

Meeting deals
with local
youth issues

gram that lasts nine to 12
months, depending on how
quickly they progress. There,
they are subject to rigorous drug
testing and counseling. If they
show progress, awards are
given, such as movie passes and
Chamber Bucks, all in hopes of
changing their mindset when it
comes to drugs.
And that takes a lot of work.
"You've got to understand,
some of these kids just take their
grandparents' medication to see
what's going to happen," said
Carroll, explaining how things
have changed since her high
school days. 'They don't see
anything wrong with taking
mushrooms. They take Lortabs
like they're aspirin. When I
went to high school, we didn't
have that...it just wasn't there.
"Now, we have to monitor
these kids when they're in the
restroom, but both school systems here are working on it, and
I'm happy to see that. They're
really doing what they can.Carroll said, if nothing else,
drug court
also can be
used as a
tool
to
change the
atmosphere
of offenders,
as all family
members are
also given
Radford
counseling,
which she said can change atti-

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
The idea of determining the
best way to help the community's young people in various
areas was The theme to
Wednesday's quarterly meeting
of the Calloway Alliance for
Benevolent Services(CUBS).
Calloway
County
District
Court Judge
Jeanne
Carroll
began
the
proceedings
with a presentation on
Carroll
the juvenile
drug court
that has been in effect for around
two years. So far, seven juveniles have graduated from the
program. while four are currently enrolled. And, from what she
has seen, this program is a
necessity.
"The thing about juveniles is,
if you read the paper, you don't
see their names, because the law
doesn't allow for that. But if you
read the papers, you do see the
stories about burglaries, and in
the last five years. the amount of
burglaries is up dramatically,
and what's happening there is
the people are stealing so they
can have money for buying
drugs," she said. "That's what's
hit the area the hardest here lately."
In drug court, the youngsters
are put through a four-step pro-
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Chantell and Kevin Waters'
Whitnell Drive home is certainly not as big as their hearts.
But when a dozen members of
their family fled New Orleans
to Murray to avoid the destruction of Hurricane Katrina, the
couple decided that if they didn't have room they would
make room.
"It was either let them stay
with me or go to a shelter and
I'm not going to allow that,"
Chantell said.
The destruction, loss of
electrical power, flooding and
the threat of lingering deprivation and misery for millions of
Mississippi.
people - in
__Louisiana and surrounding
areas affected by Katrina has
led to a large-scale evacuation
of several Gulf Coast cities.
Although Dorice Miles,
Chantell's mother, has weathered Hurricane Betsy and other
storms during her many years
as a New Orleans resident, she
said the family, including
another daughter, grandchildren, a great-grandchild, some
in-laws and others made the
choice to flee. They arrived in
Murray on Monday morning
after a 22-hour drive just as
Katrina swept in leaving their
homes inundated with water.
"This is the first time that I
have ever had to leave home,"
Miles said."We thought at first
we would hold our own like
we did through some of the
other storms, but things got to
looking so bad that at the last
minute we decided that we
would just leave."
Members of Miles' family
who packed into two vehicles
and headed north include
Gohnell Miles, Jarrell Miles,
Chandorice Miles, Chandorell

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times photo

Dorice Miles (upper row, third from right) along with her children, grandchildren,
and a great-grandchild fled their homes in New Orleans on Sunday to her daughter
Chantell Waters' house in Murray to escape the devastation of Hurricane Katrina.
The family has not heard anything from other family members and friends that
remained to weather the storm.
Miles.
Terrence
Miles, showing some of the worst Watson. She had to leave
Torrence Williams, Alvin flooding and we haven't seen everything, except her baby,
Williams, Dijon Miles, Limn our area so we're sort of sitting behind.
"I worked at Copetands. I
Watson, Des'Jahronni Miles on pins and needles."
Miles' sister and her family was in school. I had school
and Phillip Coleman.
The family had gathered chose to remain in New books at home that weren't
had stuff
around the television set Orleans and weather the storm. cheap," she said.
Wednesday afternoon trying to So far, there has been no word for my baby that I had to leave
catch just a glimpse of the concerning their situation. behind. I don't have anything
Jefferson Parrish area of "We've tried to contact her and for my baby now that I'm
New we can't, so we're just wait- here."
downtown
Miles'
Gohnell Miles was able to
ing,- she said.
Orleans neighborhood.
Chandorice Miles, Miles' spot her neighborhood on tele"We've been getting some
conflicting stories, so we real- granddaughter, had a job, was
ly don't know what's going enrolled in college, and is the
on," Miles said."They've been mother of 3-month-old Imani II See Page 2A

Minter's assignment to New Orleans delayed
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Originally, Dee Minter was assigned to
help with the post-Hurricane Katrina relief
effort in the east portion of New Orleans,
La.
All it took, though, was one look,
though very brief, at a television Tuesday
for Minter, a resident of Symsonia who
has handled many such efforts out of the
Red Cross' Murray-Calloway County
chapter, to know that this assignment
would be delayed — perhaps for months.
"It's extremely alarming. This is going
to be a very long recovery there," said
Minter, who also had a personal sense of
loss as she watched the images out of New
Orleans showing how the Crescent City
was inundated with water after Category 4
Katrina's eye wall slammed into the area
and caused levee breaks that allowed both
the Mississippi River and Lake
Ponchartrain to pour into the city.
"My father helped build those levees
(with the United States Army Corps of
Engineers), so it means a lot," she said.
"But now to see this happen ... and the city
is so far below sea level."
Wednesday, though, Minter had other
concerns, namely storm victims near
Mobile, Ala., a city spared a direct hit
from Katrina, just as it was spared last
year from four hurricanes, including Ivan,
which moved ashore well east of Mobile
near Pensacola, Fla. Minter reported,
though, that the Mobile area was anything
but 100 percent intact.

Ledger File Photo

American Red Cross volunteer Dee Minter said reaching New Orleans for
relief efforts could be months in the making.
"It's bad. Last night, we were down on
the bayous (southwest of Mobile, around
Dauphin Island) and we saw shrimp boats
that had been tossed on top of shrimp
boats. It was terrible," she said, explaining
that those images were just a small taste of
what was to come under the Wednesday
sun. "We've seen boats that have been
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shoved into streets. There's no power. The
main thing we've seen, though. is a lot of
homes that have had trees fall onto them.
We've seen a lot of that.
"I tell you, we're also seeing a lot of
people working extremely hard to do
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months
Roger Weis of Murray State
From Front
according to
University told the audience that
ision. She is 1:oncerned for news
tudes of parents also involved a September meeting will be
her friends that she had to leave reports. All
held to discuss the formation of
with drugs.
behind. "Where I lived, it looks residents
Changing attitudes, though, a Boys & Girls Club in Murray.
like it might be under water ... that
have
does not just have to be limited Weis headed such a club in
an St. Anthony Street." shc said. fled the area
to juveniles involved with drugs. another community for 10 years
-1 hate to see what it's going to have been
South before coming to Murray.
Radford,
Rashun
be like when I get back."
urged
by
Groups like those also presfor
director
Region
Pennyrile
Coleman,
the officials not
Phillip
Big Brothers Big Sisters, also ent the opportunity for children
Carolyn
boyfriend of one of Miles' to try to
spoke and expressed the need to learn about character, which
granddaughters. is concerned for return
to
Guido
for adults to interact with young has been heavily emphasized
the remaining members of his their homes.
family. He has tried to call back
children, which could have last- with the Character Counts!
Meanwhile. Murray native
home by cell phone, but all com- Jana Jones Guido, her husband,
ing positive effects years from Initiative that both the Murray
munications are dead.
Dr. William Guido, and their
and Calloway County school
now.
1 haven't talked to my moth- daughter, Carolyn, arrived at her
"It's funny that I'm up here districts adopted in the past few
er or my brother," he said. "My parent's Don and Bonnie Jones'
talking after we heard about years.
mother was in New Orleans Keeneland Drive home late last
Benton's Keith Travis, chairsomething concerning problems
east. which was hit pretty hard." night.
with children and which can man of the Kentucky State
The Miles family escaped the
Jones, a retired Murray State
leave us racking our brains, say- Board of Education, said this is
Jestruction with little more than University administrator and his
ing 'What do we do?" said one of the best weapons in the
the cloths on their backs and is wife Bonnie, a retired Murray
Jana and Dr. William Guido
Radford, who also introduced battle to eduseeking help from the Murray- High School teacher, said they
can't
return
to
his
seventh-floor of the devastation. Harris said he Jack lienshaw, the new case c ate
Calloway Count community. were happy to help the family as
particularly for the children. they fled the devastation that apartment at the city's Armed identified a large water tower manager for the Murray- Kentucky
Two members of the family are threatened their New Orleans Forces Retirement Home which near his former home that had Calloway County chapter. children
was destroyed by the surging been destroyed by the Katrina's "Well, I believe Big Brother Big about
the
:ollege students and others were home.
of
type
Sisters can help."
attending high, middle and ele-Their home was about a waters and devastating winds 140 mph winds.
"When I saw that I knew my
The BB/BS idea has been in behavior
mentary schools. The family is half-mile from the levy. It's heralded by Katrina.
Harris, who has lived in the home was gone," he said. "They place nearly 100 years nation- expected
:onsidering seeking jobs, put- under water," Don Jones said
ting the youngsters in school, Wednesday. "They've lost New Orleans and Baton Rouge panned over and showed the wide, and seems quite timely, from them
and staying in Murray until they everything but their car and the area since the 1960s and has home and hundreds of people being that many children are when they
Travis
:an return home which may he clothes that they brought out weathered hurricanes Camille being taken to another home in being raised in single-parent are older.
and Betsy, said he had been liv- Washington. We can no longer
with them."
homes with no male adult presAnd he
in
Jana Guido said during a tele- ing at the complex for about two live
ence. With BB/BS, though, this said an example this communiyears
when,
for
the
first
time
Gulfport."
phone interview this morning
void is filled somewhat as a ty's children can use fully came
A milithat the family spend all day ever, he abandoned his home
child
is placed in a one-on-one earlier this year. "I look at our
AHIGH: Tonight will be
Saturday secunng their home and belongings to flee the tary reprertl.
relationship with an adult, who two school systems, and how
destruction.
sentative
before packing up two suitcases
Fay
ridaywill be
meets with the child on a period- they had their differences. Yet,
"It was hit by a 25-foot wall told Harris
full of clothes: grabbing the
mostly sunny
ic basis.
they worked at it and they came
of
water.
I
imagine
that
took
out
on
Tuesday
family dog, and heading to the
gi LOW: with highs in
with a workable solution,"
hinted
out
Rdford
one
of
the
the
first
and
second
floors,"
he
that
the
northern part of the state on
the upper 80s
most important things this does, Travis said. "Character is the
said.
"They
won't
let
you
in
facility
had
Sunday to stay with their son,
-,FrIday night
though. is present the chance for key to success, and so many of
. too denier- been "devasMatthew, who is a college stu- there right now. It's
wilt be mostly
ous."
just
talking about life, specifi- _Diuftchildren need 4hese examtated."
Harris
dent.
clear.
Harris will sooiLmove to
-The way
cally, what is happening in the ples. The question in everything
"We had to buy a mattress
along the way because he had no another military -retirement he talked there wasn't going to youngster's world. "This posi- -71s how do we respond.
home in Washington D.C. be any way it could be fixed any tively impacts a child," she said,
"I think something Martin
place for us to sleep." she said.
While watching local news Although he knows it may take time soon and we would all be presenting statistics to back her Luther King, Jr., said long ago
NOTICE
reports of the destruction. Jones months, he expects his belong- taken to Washington," he said. comment. "When a child inter- still applies today. He said. 'Our
• The Calloway County said the family spotted a shop- ings to be delivered to -They probably won't even fool acts with an adult like this, 46 lives end the day we become
Washington as soon as possible. with it for two or three months." percent are
Board of Education will con- ping center near their home.
less likely to start silent about the things that mat"Everything I own was in
Harris said he doesn't want to using drugs, 27
duct a public hearing at 6
"It was under about seven or
percent are less ter to us."
that room," he said.
be a burden to his family, but he
tonight at the district's central eight feet of water," she said.
likely to start drinking and 52
As a final example, Travis
Harris
left
office on College Farm Road
the
area
and
came
is
grateful
for
her
help
in
a
time
Jana Guido is an MSU gradupercent
are
less
likely
to
discussed
begin
the value of keeping
concerning
the
recently
ate and a drama teacher at to Murray before Karma hit of need.
skipping school. However, from children in school. He discussed
approved 4 percent tax hike
because
his
great-granddaughter
"1
could
stay
with
my
daughAnybody wishing to voice an Nonhshore High School in will be getting married on ter a little longer, but I've been what I've heard and seen, I think a statistic showing that students
opinion on the issue is invited Slidell, La., and William Guido Saturday. He plans to leave here for almost a month and, this may have as much of an that graduate high school will
to attend For more informa- is a research scientist at the almost immediately thereafter.
make an average of $300,000
financially and everything, 1 effect on the adults.
tion, contact the Calloway Louisiana State University
"Many say, 'You know, this more in their lifetime than those
"She
walk
asked
her
me
really
to
can't
stay."
he
said.
'They
Medical Center in New Orleans.
central office at 762-7300
has given me the chance to be a that drop out, with that figure
MI The Murray Independent
Elsewhere, Robert "Bob" down the aisle. so I came up to told me you've got a home here
kid again."
visit
a
little
bit
before
(in
the
hurriWashington)
rising even more for students
if
you
can
get
regularly
Board of Education's
Hams, of Gulfport. Miss., has
To follow the theme of giving that graduate from college.
here."
scheduled board meeting moved into his daughter Carta cane struck." he said.
While watching news reports
youth something to •drs, Dr.
Sept 8 has been changed to ..,Wc*t's home in Murray. He
Sept 15 The meeting will
also be moved from the
Carter Administration Building
to Murray Middle School
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky squadron highly trained in pararescue to expect a thrce-week deployment, but it are to be relocated to Louisville-area hos•To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916
National Guard trucks, troops and aircraft and swift water rescue who will help could go longer and more might be dis- pitals for medical treatment. Matt Kamer,
are on their way to the Gulf Coast to pluck the hundreds or thousands of peo- patched. Another 1,010 Kentucky Guard a spokesman for Abramson, said the
assist in relief efforts in the aftermath of ple still believed stranded in their homes personnel have been placed on alert for transfers would begin within 24 to 48
Hurricane Katnna, including distributing and other buildings in Louisiana. dispatch on 72-hour notice.
hours.
supplies and airlifting the sick and Mississippi and Alabama.
The Air Guard base at Louisville
"These are patients who are currently
injured.
Storm said another 260 National International Airport will serve as a in hospitals, nursing homes or other medAdjutant General Donald Storm said Guard troops will leave Friday along with receiving station for sick and injured peo- ical facilities in the Gulf Coast region
•gi
t•
47 Kentucky Air National Guard person- trucks, tankers, wreckers and a mainte- ple who will be transferred from stricken who must be relocated to make room
01400:1)
.
nel were to be dispatched Wednesday, nance section. The land units will provide areas to Louisville hospitals.
there for emergency medical patients,"
including two C-130 aircraft that will ini- supply distribution once given specific
Louisville i Metro Mayor Jerry Abramson said at a news conference.
tially deliver 200,000 empty sandbags.
assignments.
Abramson said Wednesday that about 50 -This is not going to be a short-term soluAmong the Air Guard personnel is a
Storm said the troops have been told to 75 patients from the Gulf Coast area tion."
From Front
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•Minter ...
From Front
whatever they can. But these
people have been hit by nearly
every hurncane that has struck
the country in the last year
(Katrina, Dennis. Arlene this
year alone., Ivan and a brush
from Frances last year).'they're
just storm weary. very wornout."
That damage. she said, is
comparable to what she was seeing when she and her husband.
Harold. were dispatched with
the Murray unit to help victims
of Hurricane Charley in Florida
last year. In that case, though.
Charley. also a Category 4. had a
damage path much smaller in
area, but still left the communities of Punta Gorda and Port
Charlotte in tatters.
However. Minter knows that
what was happening barely an
hour west of Mobile was much,
much worse. Along with the fact
that Katrina was much larger
than Charley i a major damage
path as wide as 200 miles), the
northeast quadrant of Katrina's
eye wall, with sustained winds
of 145 mph. knifed straight
through major Mississippi cities
such as Biloxi and Gulfport.
crashing waves as high as 28

Richard H. Stout, M.D.
ASTHMA & ALLERGY CLINIC
Practice and specialized training dedicated exclusively to
the treatment of asthma. hay fever, sinus diseases eczema
and other allergic disorders in children and adults
No Referral Necessary • New Patients Welcome

753-7451 • 2957 Hwy. 641 N., Murray, KY 42077

Red Cross Donation Information
Keena Miller, board chair for the Murray chapter of the
American Red Cross. said people have been approaching her
quite often in the past few days. asking how they can help with the
cause, going so far as to donate around f(2,000. all of which will
be transferred to the national Red Cross dnve.
Miller said the easiest way for people in the Murray area to
contnbute monetary donations would be either by going online at
wswirredcross org or by mailing their donations to: Katrina
Disaster Relief Fund: Amencan Red Cross, P.O. Box 37243,
Washington. D.0 20013. She also stressed that donations must
be marked as being directed for the Katnna dnve. That way, that
money cannot be used for anything other than the Katrina relief
effort
Miller also said that several families from Gulf Coast states
have taken refuge in the Murray area and are in Red Cross care
at this time She said those families tall into the same classification as fire victims, meaning they are eligible for three nights' lodging free of charge, along with food and clothing, being they have
little in the way of finances
Miller also said the chapters in Paducah and Marshall County
are expected to conduct volunteer training courses in the next few
days to build a force of reserves who can relieve those already on
duty No date has been set
Regions Bank has also established a Red Cross account for
donations. Checks must be written to the American Red Cross
Hurricane Katrina Disaster Relief Fund. according to a bank
release Customers will also be given a Red Cross receipt at the
time of deposit.
feet into them that also flooded
anything as far away as six miles
inland.
And in perhaps the greatest
testament to Katnna's power.

structures
that
survived
Hurricane Camille(a Category 5
storm that killed 143 people in
those areas in 1969) were left in
ruins this time. By Wednesday,
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Katrina relief
efforts continue

There are more than 52 000

people in Red Cross shelters in
eight states The National Guard
is expected to have 20.000 troops
mobijkerl.beross the Guff Coast
ALA.'L • by Thursday evening
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National Guard

the confirmed death toll in
Mississippi was above 100.
And Minter said, eventually,
she and her fellow volunteers
will see this devastation for
themselves and have their emotions challenged. "You've got to
stay positive, though. That's all

AP

you can do when you get there,"
she said, not knowing when or if
she will be dealing with her
original
assignment...New
Orleans.
"With all the chemical plants
around there, it's a haz-mat situation there now." she said.

•
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SheriffPolicelogs
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A citation was issued after Murray Police Department advised
Murray Electric System had a theft of services incident at Old
Shady Oaks at 10:58 a.m. Tuesday.
• A injury accident involving two SUVs was reported at 356 p.m.
Tuesday. One vehicle — an 2002 lsuzu Axiom driven by Zachary
O. Smith, 16, of Murray — was traveling east on Wiswell Road
about two-tenths of a mile east of Robertson Road. Another vehicle — a 2001 Nissan Pathfinder driven by Donald S. Houston. 65,
of Murray — was traveling west on Wiswell. Smith said he saw a
caution sign while negotiating a curve and began to brake. He
then lost control and exited the left shoulder of the road, stnking
a ditch and a tree. Smith's SUV then continued to rotate counterclockwise, ejecting two unrestrained passengers out of the back
window. The passengers — Taylor Smith and Sandra D. Pie, both
13-year-olds from Murray — landed in a soybean field about 20
feet south of the road. Houston said he saw the other vehicle
crash and swerved into the oncoming lane in an attempt to avoid
the vehicle. When Smith's vehicle re-entered Wiswell Road, it
struck Houston's SUV in the passenger side. Smith and his two
passengers were transported to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Houston was uninjured and refused medical treatment
at the scene. EMS, Murray Fire Department and Calloway
County Fire-Rescue also responded.
•Chek Mart reported a gas drive off in a small red pickup truck at
3:14 p.m. Wednesday. The gas was worth $20. A theft by unlawful taking less than $300 case was opened.
Murray State University Police Department
• A theft was reported at 4:56 p.m. Tuesday at Woods Hall. The
caller believes the basement was broken into the day before. A
report was taken.
• A bicycle was reported stolen at 2:05 p.m. Wednesday from
Alexander Hall. A report was taken.
Murray Police Department
• A theft was reported at 1303 Overby St. at 8:55 a.m. Tuesday.
The items were returned.
• An injury accident was reported one mile west of West View
Nursing Home at 3:56 p.m. Tuesday. Murray Fire Department
also responded.
• Medication was reported stolen from a Mur-Cal Apartment at
10:43 a.m. Wednesday.
• A theft was reported at 602 Olive Blvd. at 3:06 p.m. Wednesday.
• A burglary was reported at 5:14 p.m. Wednesday at 713
Sycamore St.
• Mason Carter, 19, of Marion, was arrested for theft by unlawful
taking less than $300.
• A prowler was reported at 12:12 a.m. Thursday at 505 S. Ninth
St. The subject was gone when officers arrived.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

Katrina presents
unprecedented
challenges: Bush
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush said Thursday
the federal government has
launched the most massive relief
effort in history to help people
devastated
Hurricane
by
Katrina, and that while thousands more victims still need to
be rescued, help is on its way.
"I fully understand people
wanting things to have happened yesterday," Bush said in a
live interview in the Roosevelt
Room of the White House with
ABC's
"Good
Morning
America" program. "I understand the anxiety of people on
the ground. ... So there is frustration. But I want people to know
there's a lot of help coming."
Bush urged a crackdown on
looting and crime that has
spread throughout New Orleans.
."I think there ought to be
zero tolerance of people breaking the law during an emergency
such as this," he said.
Bush said he has not yet
finalized plans to visit the devastated Gulf Coast, but he is
expected to go within days. He
spoke as tens of thousands of
people were evacuated on buses
from the Superdome in New
Orleans to the Astrodome in
Houston.
He expressed sympathy for
those
still stranded
and
acknowledged that thousands
still need to be rescued.
"I just can't imagine waving
a sign that says 'Come and get
me now,'"he said.
Bush brushed off criticism
that he did not return to
Washington from his monthlong
stay at his Texas ranch on
Tuesday. in the immediate aftermath of the hurricane, instead of
Wednesday.
"I hope people don't ... play
politics during this period of
time," he said. "This is a natural
disaster — the likes of which
our country may have never
seen before — and it's a national emergency. And what we need
to do as a nation is come together to solve the problem and not
play politics. There'll be ample
time for politics."
Homeland Security Secretary
Michael Chehoff, meanwhile,
said one problem is that "we
have an ongoing flood situation
even as we're in the middle of
recovering from the hurricane."
"We're in a position where
there are additional people we
have to look for," he said in an
interview on NBC"s 'Today"
show. "We're hoping to get the
most people out as we can in the
next 12 hours and 24 hours, but
we're going to continue to
search until we're sure we've
got everybody safe."
'We've got hundreds of thousands of people who have been
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Looting escalates in New Orleans
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
National Guardsmen in armored
vehicles poured into New
Orleans on Thursday to curb the
growing
lawlessness
as
Mississippi's governor vowed to
deal with looters in the neighboring state as "ruthlessly as we
can get our hands on them."
An
additional
10,000
National Guard troops from
across the country were ordered
into the Gulf Coast to shore up
security, rescue and relief operations. The new units brought the
number of troops dedicated to
the effort to more than 28,000,
in what may be the largest military response to a natural disaster.
'The truth is, a terrible
tragedy like this brings out the
best in most people, brings out
the worst in some people," said
Mississippi Gov. Haley Barbour
on NBC's "Today" show.
"We're trying to deal with looters as ruthlessly as we can get
our hands on them."
New Orleans Mayor Ray
Nagin also ordered virtually the
entire police force to abandon
search-and-rescue efforts and
stop thieves who were becoming
increasingly hostile.
"They are starting to get closer to heavily populated areas —
hotels, hospitals, and we're
going to stop it right now,"
Nagin said.
President Bush said Thursday
the federal government has
launched the most massive relief
effort in history to help the victims of Hurricane Katrina,
pledging to reach 'thousands of
victims that still needed to be
rescued. With more than a thousand people feared dead, some
refugees that had been staying in
increasingly deteriorating conditions
at
the
Louisiana
Superdome began arriving by
bus at a new, more comfortable
home at the Astrodome in
Houston.
Conditions at the Superdome
had become horrendous: There
was no air conditioning, the toilets were backed up, and the
stench was so bad that medical
workers wore masks as they
walked around. The first of 500
busloads of people arrived early
Thursday at the Astrodome.
Bush expressed sympathy for
those who were still suffering
but also said there should be
"zero tolerance" for breaking
the law during an emergency situation.
In a sign of growing lawlessness, Tenet HealthCare Corp.
asked
authorities
late
Wednesday to help evacuate a
fully functioning hospital in
Gretna after a supply truck carrying food, water and medical
supplies was held up at gunpoint.
"There are physical threats to

safety from roving hands of
armed individuals with weapons
who are threatening the safety of
the hospital," said spokesman
Steven Campanini. He estimated
there were about 350 employees
in the hospital and between 125
to ISO patients.
Tempers were starting to
flare across the devastated
region. Police said a man in
Hattiesburg, Miss., fatally shot
his sister in the head over a bag
of ice. Dozens of carjackings
were reported, including a nursing home bus. One officer was
shot in the head and a looter was
wounded in a shootout. Both
were expected to survive.
Looters used garbage cans
and inflatable mattresses to float
away with food,clothes, TV sets
— even guns. Outside one pharmacy, thieves commandeered a
forklift and used it to push up
the storm shutters and break
through the glass. The driver of
a nursing-home bus surrendered
the vehicle to thugs after being
threatened.
On Wednesday, Nagin called
for a total evacuation of New
Orleans, saying the city will not
be functional for two or three
months and that people would
not be allowed back into their
homes for at least a month or
two.
Asked how many people died
in the hurricane, Nagin said:
"Minimum, hundreds. Most
likely, thousands." The death
toll has already reached at least
110 in Mississippi.
If the mayor's death-toll estimate holds true, it would make
Katrina the worst natural disaster in the United States since at
least the 1906 San Francisco
earthquake and fire, which was
blamed for anywhere from
about 500 to 6,000 deaths.
Katrina would -1056 be the
nation's deadliest hurricane
since 1900, when a storm in
Galveston,
Texas,
killed
between 6,000 and 12,000 people.
The federal government dispatched helicopters, warships
and elite SEAL water-rescue
teams in one of the biggest relief
operations in U.S, history.
Hundreds of people wandered up and down shattered
Interstate 10 — the only major
freeway leading into New
Orleans from the east — pushing shopping carts, laundry
racks, anything they could find
to carry their belongings.
On some of the few roads
that were still open, people
waved at passing cars with
empty water jugs, begging for
relief. Hundreds of people
appeared to have spent the night
on a crippled highway.
Nagin, whose pre-hurricane
evacuation order got most of his
city of a half a million out of

AP Photo

Art Depodesta stands outside his restaurant and bar
armed with a shotgun to thwart potential looters during
the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina in the Uptown section
of New Orleans, La., Tuesday. Depodesta was forced to
fire over the heads of looters earlier in the day.
harm's way, estimated 50,000 to
100,000 people remained, and
said that 14.000 to 15,000 a day
could be evacuated in ensuing
convoys.
The floodwaters streamed
into the city's streets from two
levee breaks near Lake
Pontchartrain a day after New
Orleans thought it had escaped
catastrophic damage from
Katrina. The floodwaters covered 80 percent of the city, in
some areas 20 feet deep, in a
reddish-brown soup of sewage,
gasoline and garbage.
Around midday Wednesday,

officials with the state and the
Army Corps of Engineers said
the water levels between the city
and Lake Pontchartrain had
equalized, and even appeared to
be falling. But the danger was
far from over.
The Corps of Engineers said
it planned to use heavy-duty
Chinook helicopters to drop
15,000-pound bags of sand and
stone into a 500-foot gap in the
failed floodwall. But the agency
said it was having trouble getting the sandbags to the site
because the city's waterways
were blocked by loose barges.
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Notice'
AP Photo
James Middleton relaxes
after searching the remains
of what was his three-bedroom house, Wednesday in
D'Iberville,
Miss.
Middleton's house was
destroyed by powerful
winds due to Hurricane
Katrina.
displaced," Chertoff added.
"This is unprecedented in this
country's history and it's going
to call for the kind of relief
effort which we've been able to
mount overseas, and we're now
going to have to mount at
home."
Appearing on CBS's "The
Early Show," he said: "We
understand that for every single
person there, even an hour
seems like an eternity. We have
to make sure we address those
whose needs are the greatest
first and then make sure we get
everybody else."
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The Trouble
with
Noodling
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
While downplaying the seriousness of some of the crimes he
pardoned, Gov. Ernie Fletcher
compared
them to
noodling, a
term for
grabbing
fish by the
hand instead
of with a
hook and
pole. But
Capitol
Fletcher got
Ideas
his crimes
By Mark
and punishChellgren
ments
AP Frankfort wrong, the
Correspondent attorney
general's
office says.
The distinction is more than
rhetorical, it's the difference
between a fine and time in jail.
-Some of the indictments are
the equivalent of conspiring to
commit noodling out of season," Fletcher said Monday
night. "And the one person
charged with felony indictments
is accused of the legal equivalent of covering up noodling
out of season."
Prosecutor Scott CrawfordSutherland said he was taken
aback by the attempt to denigrate the seriousness of the
offenses that have been
charged.
Comparing 22 felony counts
of tampering with physical evidence and tampering with a
witness to noodling is "offensive," Crawford-Suthlerland
said Tuesday after another day
of special grand jury proceedings.
Dan Druen, who was fired as
commissioner of administrative
services in the Transportation
Cabinet, was also indicted on
22 counts of evidence or wit-

ness tampering, which are Class
D felonies, each punishable by
up to five years in prison.
Noodling out of season, as
Fletcher called it, is actually a
violation, the lowest category of
criminal behavior, said Vicki
Glass, a spokeswoman for
Attorney General Greg Stumbo.
The offense carries a fine of
$25 to $200, similar to a speeding ticket.
Questions to the administration were bounced around
Tuesday before landing on the
desk of Ellen Bearing, the
lawyer for the Commerce
Cabinet, which includes the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources.
Bearing said noodling out of
season is both a Class A misdemeanor, punishable by up to a
year in jail, and a violation,
punishable by a fine of up to
$200. It is up to the enforcement officer to decide.
In any event, Benzing said a
quick review showed no one
had been charged with noodling
out of season in the last five
years.
Most of the charges against
the administration officials are
misdemeanors punishable by up
to six months in jail.
Misdemeanor crimes with similar penalties include prostitution, indecent exposure, disclosure of HIV test results and distribution of obscene material,
Glass said.
"By the way, noodling season in Kentucky ends at sundown tomorrow," Fletcher
added during his address
Monday night.
He was wrong.
Noodling season, according
to the regulations enacted by •
the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources,
ended at sundown on Aug. 31,
not Aug. 30 as Fletcher said.
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
301 Cannon House Office Building
www house.goviwhitheld

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
www Jim bunning@bunning.senate gov
1-202-224-4343

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
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It's Mother Nature's Fault
By now you've probably
reaction by
heard about the lunatic comopponents of
ments of Robert F. Kennedy Jr.,
the current
the Cindy Sheehan of the enviU.S.
ronmental movement, who
Administrablamed Hurricane Katrina on
tion. In an
President Bush and Mississippi
eerie develGovernor Haley Barbour for not
opment that
buying into the global warming
echoes the
hype, and not signing up for the
political
thoroughly-discredited Kyoto
Making exploitation
Treaty.
of the Indian
Sense
RFK is not alone in his deluOcean
By Michael
sions. In Europe the president is
tsunami disReagan
being castigated for not falling
aster last
Syndicated
in line with all those Old World
December,
Columnist
socialists eager to use the
environmenalleged warming of the world
tal camclimate to create a new world
paigners, Green journalists and
order organized along the lines
European officials are blaming
laid down by Karl Marx.
(once again) the U.S. and its
Their cynicism and political
people for the devastation
opportunism has drawn the
caused by Hurricane Katrina.
scorn of the widely-acclaimed
Instead of supporting the rescue
British social anthropologist
efforts, demagogues are using
Benny Peiser, a fellow of the
the human tragedy in a futile
Royal Astronomical Society
attempt to score points. At a
whose research focuses on the
time of utter desolation and
effects of environmental change misfortune, propagandists in
and catastrophic events on conhigh office and parts of the
temporary thought and societal
media are abandoning America
evolution.
and its victims for purely politiHere's what he just wrote
cal goals."
about the attacks on President
What he said next should
Bush by the global warming
endear him to every American:
fanatics:
"Europeans in particular, who
"Notwithstanding continuhave been rescued and liberated
mg rescue and support efforts,
from themselves by the U.S. no
the calamity has triggered a
less than three times in the
rather opportunistic and cynical
course of the 20th century,

should feel ashamed for kicking
a friend and ally when he is
down. Let me re-assure our
American friends and colleagues that this pitiless mindset of environmental activists is
not representative for the vast
majority of Europeans who are
following the heartbreaking
events with great concern and
empathy."
Nobody could have said it
better. I hope Germany's environmental minister JUrgen
Trittin was listening. He blames
George Bush for hurricane
Katrina despite the fact that that
statistics don't show a particularly increase in the frequency
of hurricanes in the U.S. in the
last decades.
According to Herr Trittin,
President Bush has neglected
environmental protection and
shut his eyes "to the economic
and human damage that natural
catastrophes like Katrina inflict
on his country and the world's
economy."
He and his Econut pals
should listen to Professor Kerry
Emanuel of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, who
told Britain's The Independent:
"I don't think you can put this
down to global warming."
Dr. William Gray, a
Colorado State University meteorologist, considered one of the
fathers of modern tropical

cyclone science, says worldwide weather records were too
inadequate for a thorough
examination of trends. The
people who have a bias in favor
of the argument that humans are
making the globe warmer will
push any data that suggests
humans are making hurricanes
worse, but it just isn't so. These
are natural cycles," he told the
New York Tunes.
In a 2001 paper in Science,
by Stanley Goldenberg of the
National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Association
(NOAA), it was explained that
the Atlantic goes through
decades-long stretches where it
creates extra hurricanes while
there are equally long lulls
where the number of hurricanes
is low.
Over recent decades we have
been in a lull period. According
to Professor John Molinari, of
Albany's State University of
New York: "We were way
below normal levels for hurricanes in the 1970s,'80s, and
'90s." Now he says it appears
that Goldenberg and his colleagues were right, and that the
east coast of the United States
is in a period of increased hurricane activity that could last 20
years or more."
And George Bush has nothing to do with that. It's all
Mother Nature's fault.

MEANWHILE, AT 111AT SPEIAL PLACE IN HELL RESERVED
FOR HURRICANE PRICE-GOUGERS...
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Obituaries
Herman Lee Carrel

He was also a member of Walter Klein Post of American Legion and
Hernian Lee Carrol, 59, Purdom Road, Almo, died Wednesday. Veterans of Foreign Wars Memorial Post, both in Warsaw; of the
Aug. 31, 2005, at 1047 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Loyal Order of the Moose *560, Warsaw; and the Warsaw Fire
A retired construction worker, he was a veter- Department and Police Department. An active member of United
an of the United States Army. He was a member Church of Warsaw, he had served as a trustee and deacon.
His wife, Dorothy, died in 1984. Also preceding him in death
of Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
Born Aug. 30, 1946, in Carlisle County, he were two brothers, Robert Danley and Richard Danley. Born June
was the son of Helen Carrot, of Almo, and the 30, 1922, in Claysville. Pa., he was the son of the late William 0.
late Hafford Carrol. One sister, Patsy Thorn, also and Gladys Sampson Milky.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Jeanette Williams and
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Rita Kay husband, Dr. Robert, Murray, Ky., Mrs. Charla Henningsen and husSnyder Carrol, to whom he was married April 10, 1970; one daugh- band, Charles, Solon, Ohio, and Mrs. Karen Romack and husband,
ter, Mrs. April Carrot Adams and husband, Scott. Murray; one son, William, Gaston, Ind.; one son, William E. Danley II and wife,
Herman L. Carrol Jr., Almo; one brother, Billy Carrot and wife, Barbara, Centerville. Ohio; two sisters, Mrs. Faye Belcastro and
Susan, Dexter; two grandchildren, Madison Adams and Jamison Mrs. Barbara Patterson and husband, Jim, and one brother, David
Danley and wife, Ann, all of Washington, Pa.; 14 grandchildren; 13
Adams.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock- great-grandchildren, several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at United Church of
Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. Heyward Roberts will
Warsaw. An American Legion service will be Friday at 6:30 p.m.,
officiate. Music will be by Cyndy Satterwhite.
• Pallbearers will be Charles McCuiston. Jimmy Lamb, Jim Kelly, followed by a Masonic service at 6:45 p.m., both at the Robinson &
Bill Speed, Kenny Kingins and Mark Carrol. Burial will follow in Hackemer Funeral Home. 246 N. Main St., Warsaw. Burial will follow in the Warsaw Cemetery.
the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 2 to 4 p.m. and 7 to 9
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. Friday.
p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to United Church of
Mrs. Oina Camp
Mrs. Oina Camp,85, Vine Street, Murray, died Wednesday, Aug. Warsaw, 22 S. Main St., Warsaw, N.Y., 14569 or Perry Shrine Club,
170 S. Main St., Perry. N.Y., 14530.
31, 2005, at 6:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

James Keith Wilson

A graveside service for James Keith Wilson will be today
(Thursday) at 2 p.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens. Bro. Mark
William E. Danley, 83, North Main Street, Warsaw, N.Y., father Dillon will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Ricky Miller, Ronnie Miller, Nick Kirkland,
:of Mrs. Jeanetta WIliams of Murray, Ky., died Monday, Aug. 29,
:2005, at Wyoming County Nursing Facility, Warsaw. His death fol- Terry Lassiter, Matt Hopkins and James Burton.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but no
lowed a brief illness.
He was a veteran of the United States Army visitation is scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway
Air Corps, serving as an aerial gunner during
World War El. He worked in communications for County Hospital Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky., 42071.
Mr. Wilson, 54, Elm Grove Road, Murray, died Wednesday, Aug.
Attica Correctional Facility for several years and
then as a telecommunications supervisor for the 31, 2005, at 2:30 a.m. at his home.
A truck driver for Kirkland Trucking, he was of Baptist faith.
New York State Office of Mental Health at
Born April 20, 1951, in Calloway County, he was the son of Erma
Rochester Psychiatric Center for many years
until his retirement in 1982. He also worked sev- Lee Wilson, of Murray, and the late Claude Wilson Jr.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Kathy Miller Wilson, to whom
eral years as a real estate broker in the Warsaw area.
Mr. Danley was a longtime member and past master of Warsaw he was married July 8, 1981, in Murray; two daughters, Ms. Kasey
Lodge *549 of Free and Accepted Masons; was a 32nd degree Lynn Wilson, Covington, Ga., and Mrs. Angela Carol Hopkins and
mason and member of Coudersport, Pa. Consistory; and a member husband, Matt, Alma; one son, Darien Marshall and wife, Penny.
of Damascus Temple and a longtime member of Perry Shrine Club. Almo; two brothers, Larry Wilson and wife, Cindy, and_Kenneth

°William E. Danley

ilson, all of Paris, lean., four grandchildren. Brandon Elkins.
Jerod Belcher, Candice Belcher and Blake Hopkins.

Emil Mario Ferri
I tic t uneral tor Emil Mario Ferri will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of Churchill-lines Family Funeral Home. Dr. Jim Simmons
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Bobby Luftman, Bill
Luffman. Jeffrey Luffman, Nathan Luffman.
Jeremy Settle and Sydney Agent Jr. Burial will
follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5
to 8 p.m. today (Thursday ).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Memorial Baptist Church Youth Group or Missions Fund at 906
Maio St., Murray, Ky., 42071.
Mr. Ferri, 73, Olive Street. Murray, died Tuesday. Aug. 30. 2005.
at 10:50 a.m. at his home.
A tow boat pilot for Mays Towing Co. and Missouri Barge Line
for 52 years, he was a veteran of United States Marine Corps serving from 1950-54. He was a member of Memorial Baptist Church.
Born Nov. 19, 1932, in Pittsburgh. Pa., he was the son of the late
Venterino Ferri and Josephine Dwojakawski Ferri.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Joyce Scott Ferri; two
sons, Bobby Luffman and wife, Debbie. Murray, and Bill Luffman,
Lawrenceburg,Tenn.; four grandchildren, Jeffrey Luffman and wife,
April, Nathan Luffman and Crystal Settle and husband. Jeremy. all
of Murray, and Akelia Luffman, Lawrenceburg. Tenn.: three greatgrandchildren.

Gene (Mile Beagle) Darnell
The funeral for Gene (Little Beagle) Darnell will be Friday at II
a.m. at Calvary Church in Mundelein, Ill., where he was a member.
Entombment will follow in Windridge Memorial Park Mausoleum
with Windridge Funeral Home in charge of arrangements.
Visitation will be at the church after 4 p.m. today (Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer
Society, Small Cell Lung Cancer Research, 3140 Parisa Drive.
Paducah, Ky., 42003.
Mr. Darnell. 46. Cary , Ill., died Monday. Aug. 29, 2005, at
Northern Illinois Medical Center.
A native of Murray, Ky., he was the son of Wilma Darnell, of
Benton. Ky., and the late Eugene Darnell.
Mr. Darnell owned Custom Roofing Contracting and was a partner at Foxdale Investments and Gutter Guardian Inc.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sharla Phillips Darnell—one
daughter, Jessica Darnell, and one son, Chad Darnell, all of Cary;
one sister, Mrs. Barbara Sue Webb. Benton.

Iraqis mourn death of nearly 1,000 Shiites
By SLOBODAN LEKIC
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
Thousands of people flocked to
the funerals Thursday of the
nearly 1,000 Shiite pilgrims
killed in a stampede during a
religious procession, as critics
blasted the government for failing to prevent the tragedy.
Prime Minister Ibrahim alJafaari, who visited a hospital
where many of the victims were
taken, said neighboring countries such as Jordan and Iran had
offered to help treat the victims.
"We are ready to send abroad
any patient who needs medical
treatment there," he said.
Wednesday's disaster on a
bridge in north Baghdad
appeared to have been sparked
by a rumor that a suicide bomber
was among the more than one
million people gathering at a
Shiite shrine in the capital.
Most of the victims on
AP photo
Imams bridge were trampled or Residents gather under the bridge in northern Baghdad, Thursday. Thousands of peocrushed in the midday stampede. ple attended funerals for some of the hundreds of Shiite pilgrims killed in a stampede
Others plunged 30 feet into the on this bridge during a religious procession, as criticism mounted against the Shiite-led
muddy Tigris river. The majority government for falling to prevent the tragedy.
of those killed were women and
children, officials said.
of the national assembly and be
In Baghdad's Medical City
Crowds also gathered at the
Iraq's Ministry of Interior questioned. If it is proven that hundreds of people were search- Imam Ali Hospital in Baghdad's
announced Thursday that 953 they have failed to fulfill their ing for their dead relatives. eastern Sadr City district.
people had died and 815 were responsibilities, they should be Many of the bodies were strewn Dozens of bodies were identiinjured in the crush. But Health dismissed and stand trial," he on the floor outside the hospi- fied and taken away for burial
Ministry spokesman Qassim said.
tal's morgue, which itself was by their relatives, medical workYahya on Thursday said 843 had
Iraqi President Jalal Talabani, packed with corpses.
ers said.
been killed and 439 injured. It a Kurd, told state-run Iraqiya
was not possible to reconcile the television that "the government
The
two.
should take measures for an
Retirement Answer For Small Businesses
Critics said the authorities honest investigation to deterWoodmen's SIMPLE IRA Plan is an individual retirement annuity designed
were to blame for a fumbled mine how failures doubled the
especially for small business owners. It is one of the least expensive retirement
response to the disaster.
casualties."
plans available, featuring easy set-up and /ow-cost administration.
"This is a result of the inadeThe tragedy occurred during
Ask
your local Woodmen representative about a SIMPLE way to provide retire
quate performance of the interi- the annual commemoration of
ment benefits to your employees.
or and defense ministers, which the death in the year 799 of
has caused such a loss of life," Imam Moussa ibn Jaafar aln WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
Shelia Crouse
`z: LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
said Baha al-Aaraji, a Shiite Kadhim, one of the 12 principle
330 C.C. Lowry Drive
Murray, KY 42071
HOME OfFICE_ OMAHA, NEBRASKA
lawmaker affiliated to radical Shiite saints. He is buried in a
270-753-4741
mosque in the nearby neighborcleric Muqtada al-Sadr.
eirwwarreadaseuameas
cell 270-293-7197
"They should stand in front hood of Kazimiyah.
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Most of the inhabitants of the
impoverished district are Shiites
who have moved to the capital
from the countryside in the past
several decades.
Many families erected large
tents on Sadr City streets — a
traditional venue for mourners
to come to pay respect to the
dead.
Some of the dead were being
taken to Wadi al-Salarn, or The
Valley of Peace, a cemetery in
the southern city of Najaf.
Shiites believe that burial there,
close to the shrine of Imam Ali.
a 7th century Shiite saint, will
bless the souls of the dead and
secure their passage to heaven.
Since the 2003 ouster of
Saddam Hussein, a Sunni, the
Shiite political parties have
encouraged huge turnouts at
religious festivals to display the
majority sect's power in the new
Iraq. Sunni religious extremists
have often targeted the gatherings to foment sectarian war, but
that has not stopOped the Shiites.

The ceremonies have often
been chaotic, with huge crowds
overtaxing the ability of police
and security services to protect
them. Television reports said
about I million pilgrims from
Baghdad and outlying provinces
had gathered near the shrine on
Wednesday.
Even before the stampede.
the crowd had been on edge
because of the 110-degree heat,
a mortar barrage near the
Kadhim shrine where they were
headed and the ever-present fear
of suicide bombers, etched into
memories after repeated attacks
against large religious gatherings.
Police later said they found
no explosives at the bridge —
either on any individual or in
any cars parked nearby. Instead,
poor crowd control and the climate of fear in Iraq after years of
bullets, bombings and bloodshed appeared largely to have
caused the horrific carnage.

IWO Grill
•16" cheese pizza '7.00
•16" unlimited toppings
pizza
'9.44
•12" pizzas--3 with 3 toppings
13.00
•16" pizzas--3 with unlimited
toppings
'7.00 ea.
Well honor any pizza coupon.
Church groups receve 20% discount on Sundays
Open Daily 11 a.m -1 a.m. • 817 Coldwater Rd.

762-0442

Pre-Plan Your
Arrangements With An
Experienced Professional
•7 Years Experience With
re-Planning With Over
1,000 Clients
•45 Years Experience In
Insurance

All our lotsfeature underground utilities
with ,fiber optic.
Enjoy country living with city amenities.
The perfect piaci,for your dream home awaits.

•Set Up Pre-Thana Trust
through Insurance
•Single or Modal Pay

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement
SPeCialke

270-753-2411
Self memorialization,
a giftfor those
who lore yon.

•Lock In Price
Call today for Your private showing.

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Korn Isaacs - Owners

201 S. 3rd Si, Murray,KY

753-2411
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COMMUNITY
Lions Club kicks off fund raising season
Scott Turner. president of
Murray Lions Club, recently
met with the chairpersons of
each of the up-coming fundraising events to review the
plans.
This year the club will hold
Its annual Candy Days on Sept.
9 and 10 with Bill Furst, chairman. in charge of this event.
The club will start a new
annual event of selling one
pound boxes of See's assorted Chocolates, gift wrapped
for the holiday season. Orders
may he placed with any Lions
club member, according to
Rowina Wilburn. chairperson.
The last of these scheduled
fund-raising events for the year
will be the Annual Radio Auction on Oct. 31 and Nov. I
and 3 v.ith Lion Einar lenstrorn as chairperson.
All three of these events
yield funds for local Eye Care
Projects as well as Eye Care
Research done by Lions International.
President Turner reported
that the club collected over

Ladies Auxiliary of AMVETS #45 will
sponsor a Hawaiian Luau on Saturday at
the Post home on Highway 79 North near
Paris Landing, Tenn.
The event will begin at 6 p.m. with the
serving of a Hawaiian cosine plate of sweet
and sour pork or barbecue, baked beans,
salad, rolls and dessert. Costume and hula
contests as well as a dance will follow.
Costs will be $8 adult and $4 for children
under 12.
lo's
Proceeds will benefit all Auxiliary servDatebook
By Jo Burkeen ice programs including child welfare, community service, scholarship, hospital and
Community
Americanism. All members, families and
Editor
friends are invited.

Animal Rescue plans promotion

Photo provided
Pictured planning fund raisers for the Murray Lions Club are, from left, Lion Einar
Jenstrom for Radio Auction; Lion Scott Turner, president; Lion Rowina Wilburn for
See's Candy; and Lion Bill Furst for Candy Days.
11,000 pairs of glasses given
by local citizens to be recy-

cled kid given to the needy.
The club also provides eye

exams and new glasses to local
citizens.

BirthAnnouncements

.1

Chase Logan Shelton

Tristen
Edward Cox

Mr. and Mrs. Brent Shelton of Stiles Road. Paducah, are
the parents of a son. Chase Logan Shelton, born on Saturday.
Aug. 20. 2005.. at 3:33 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County HosMr. and Mrs. Kenneth D.
pital.
„Cox of Winga Road? Wing°,
The baby weighed 7 pounds 15 ounces and measured 20 are the parents of a son. Iris-inches. The mother is the former Tara Hamm. A sister is Loren ten Edward Cox, born on MonBrooke Shelton.
day, Aug. 8, 2005, at 10:47
Grandparents are Johnny and Vicki Hamm of Symsonia. a.m. at Mtkray-Calloway CounRita Shelton of Water Valley. and Randy and Tracey Shelton ty Hospital.
of Mayfield.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
I ounce and measured 19 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Kelly L. Pummer. Two
brothers are David and Zachary
and two sisters are Brianna
and Jessica.
.GOLDEN POND. Ky. — sions. Parking is $3 per vehiGrandparents are Gene and
Land Between the Lakes has cle.
Nell Pummer of Wingo and
released information about proEvents at the Nature Sta- Phillip and Janice Cox of BroadTristen Edward Cox
grams for this coming week. tion include Smoky Bear way. N.C.
The Homeplace. Nature Sta- throughout the day, Puppet
tion. Golden Pond Planetari- Playhouse at noon. Wet &
um and Elk & Bison Prairie Wacky Games at 1:30 p.m..
Mt open daily.
Creature Feature: Snapping TurImpactè
- Rendezvous tles at 2:30 p.m. and Sunset
with a Comet will he shown Canoe Trip from 5:30 to 8
at 2 and 4 p.m. on Saturday p.m.. all on Saturday: Crafty
Darren and Lindy Gantt of
and Sunday and it 10 a.m. Turtles at 11 a.m.. Totally TurMonday through Friday at the tles at 1:30 p.m.. Watermelon Tupelo. Miss., are the parents
Golden Pond Planetarium. Also Feast at 3 p.m. and Kids Camp- of a daughter, Emma Cathershown daily will be Ring World fire from 7 to 9 p.m. all on ine Gantt, born on Sunday.
at 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. and Sunday: Bubble Making from Aug. 21. 2005, at 9:29 a.m.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
Kentucky Skies at 1 p.m.
noon to 2 p.m. and Hungry.
The KWW Labor Day Arts Hungry Turtles at 2 p.m., all 10 1/2 ounces.
Grandparents are Vernon and
and Crafts Festival will be Sat- of Monday.
urday and Sunday from 9 a.m.
Events at The Homeplace Dee Gantt of Murray, Ky.. and
to 5 pin. at Fenton Special will be Taste of the South: Curds Marlene Beemer of Alton.
A great-grandmother is VirEvents area. This will feature and Whey from 11 a.m. to 4
hand-made crafts from around p.m.. on Saturday, Spinning ginja Gantt and an aunt is
the region, artist demonstra- Straw into Gold from 1 to 3 Michelle L. Gantt. both of Murtions. entertainment and conces- p.m.. on Sunday. and Cutting ray.
Emma Catherine Gantt
tobacco
and
Cutting
Up
aj
•
the
•
• •
•
Table from 10 a.m. to 1:30
Our Registered
p.m. on Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Adams of Judge. Easley Road, FarmingAlso on Monday will be ton. are the parents of a son, Andrew Carson Adams. born on
Bridal Couples: ••
Turkey-Spotting Hike on the Friday. Aug. 12, 2005. at 8:11 a.m. at Murray-Calloway CounBeth (Lewis Miller)
Hematite Lake Trail from 11 ty Hospital.
•
& Mark Miller
a.m. to 1 p.m.
The baby weighed 8 pounds 1 ounce and measured 20 inchFor more information regard- es. The mother is the former Alyson McCuan. Two brothers
Jessie Radke
ing times of programs and any are Quaid and Connor Adams and two sisters ire Kagney
& Jeff Leddy
•
admission costs, call toll free Adams and Brandi Carl.
Jessica Lemons
•
1-800-LBL-7077 or 1-270-924Grandparents are Steve and Cathy McCuan of Farmington
•
& Ross Molle
2000 or www.lbl.org.
and the late Guy and Christine Adams of Joppa. 111.
Great-grandparents are Dillard and Annie Rodgers of MayTonya Bain
field and Lou Ann McCuan of Murray. A great-great-grand& Mark Wallace
mother is Nell Counts of Lexington. N.C.
Rebecca Medlock
•
& Chad Carver
•
Angela Alcott
•
& lim Murphy
•
Sarah Johnson
•
& Jameson Wade

Programs scheduled in
Land Between the Lakes

Emma
Catherine
Gantt

Andrew Carson Adams

Maggie Snyder
& be Laird
Dava Winebarger
& Micah Miller

•
•

•

Beth Driver
& Brandon Ladd

•

Miriam Roger,
1.Non Hill

•
•

Katie Akvtt &
Michael Wnght
•

God's interest in the
human race is nowhere
better evinced than in
obstetrics.
Martin H Fischer

*

•

Katie Stout
& Kory Cunningham

1•

•

Margo Anderson
& Jody Jones

Kelle Pardue
& Adam Grogan
•

•

Hawaiian Luau planned
Saturday at Post #45

0
/NSUR,INCE
753-4703

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• loon told "so" by others? Give as a call or come by our WSW
• We have programs that allow as to say "yes"
to your house purchase or refinance.
• Gal or come by today for year free pre-approval!

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

L.B.L. Animal Rescue Foundation will hold a fund-raising
hot dog sale Saturday at Kroger. The foundation receives dogs
and cats from animal shelters that are scheduled to be euthanized. LBL gets them heart-worm tested, spayed/neutered,
and up-to-date shots. The animals are then placed in safe foster homes until they can be adopted.

'Veterans Recognition' Friday
The Quarterback Club of Murray High School and the
Touchdown Club of Calloway County High School will host
a "Veterans Recognition Night" prior to the football game
between Murray and Calloway on Friday at the Murray State
University Roy Stewart Stadium. All veterans and their spouses are invited to attend the game. A reception in their honor
will be at 6 p.m. in the Racer room at the stadium. Veterans
are asked to enter through the gate .at the south end of the
stadium. For more information contact David Foley. Kenny Collins
or Rhonda Burks.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
will meet Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Calloway Ptiblic Library.
Featured will be refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms,
dads and older children are welcome. For more information
call Tiffany Bougher at 436-5657.

Edgar Harrell will speak about his experiences as a survivor of the USS Indianapolis sinking at the close of World
War 11 and will have copies of the book, Out of the Depths,
he has written on Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Hickory Woods
Retirement Center. The public is invited.

Playhouse in the Park presenting tale
Murray's Playhouse in the Park will present J.R.R. Tolkien's
"The Hobbit" tonight at 7 p.m., Friday and Saturday at 7:30
p.m. with a matinee at 2 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.
Reserve tickets are available by calling 759-2199. For more
information go to www.playhouseinthe park.net.

Book signing will be Saturday
Calloway County native Cathy Carrnode Lim will sign her
book. "Full Hands, Full Heart, Full Circle," on Saturday from
noon to 3 p.m. at Ginger's Hallmark. Murray. The book is a
first-person account of motherhood. Lim lives in Anniston.
Ala.. with her husband. Marce, and their three daughters Brianna, 9, Marissa, 7, and • Camille, 3. She is a 1988 Calloway County High School graduate. For more information on
the author and her book, visit cathycarrnodelim.com.

Turner/Snider reunion Saturday
Turner/Snider Family reunion will be Saturday at Lake
Barkley State Park picnic pavilion. A potluck lunch will start
at noon. All relatives and friends are invited. For more information call Doc Turner at 753-6727.

Grogan reunion scheduled
The descendants of the late Mr. and Mrs. Dick Grogan will
have a family reunion on Sept. 4 at the University Church of
Christ. A potluck meal will be served at 1 p.m. For more
information call Charles T. Grogan at 759-3159.

MHS Class of 1985 plans reunion

Murray High School of 1985 will have its 20-year reunion
during the Labor Day weekend. On Friday, the group will
meet at The Big Apple Cafe and some classmates may be
going to the MHS and CCHS football game at Murray State
University Stewart Stadium. Saturday events will be a family
breakfast and a dedication for Glen Olson at the Murray High
School cafeteria; and an evening celebration at the Knights
of Columbus Hall.

MHS Class of 1980 plans reunion
Murray

High School Class of 1980 will have its 25-year
reunion Saturday. A breakfast will be from 8:30 to 10 a.m.
at the Murray City Park (pavilion across from Pagliai's).
A
Golf Scramble will be at 10:30 a.m. and call Rich Rollins at
753-1222 for more information. A dinner and dance will
be
held that evening at 7 p.m. at the Murray Country
Club.
Group pictures will be taken at 7 p.m. Contact Kathy
McNutt
at 753-0534 or Mary Wooldridge at 753-3304 if you plan
onattending or for more information. All MHS teachers
and
coaches from 1976 to 1980 are also invited to the
events.

Alumni fraternity will meet
The Alumni

Association of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity wig
meet tonight at 7 p.m. at the Murray State
University Alumni Center.

Dexter-Almo meeting tonight
Due to the Labor

Day holiday, the monthly meeting of
the
Dexter-Alma water District will be tonight at 7
p.m. at the
district water office. 351 Almo Rd., Alma.
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CHESTNUT ST., MURRAY
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Locally filmed
movie to be
shown at MSU
MSU News Bureau
"The Grey," the 2003 recipient
of
the
American
Perspectives
Award
for
Achievement in Directing from
the Santa Barbara International
Film Festival, will be shown at 7
p.m.
in
Murray
State
University's Curris Center
Theatre, Sept. 8-10. All proceeds from the $6 general
admission tickets will be divided between MSU's Cinema
International renovation project
and Murray's Playhouse In...the
Park community theatre program.
Shane Taylor, director of the
movie who attended Murray
prior to graduating from
Watkins Film School in
Nashville, Tenn., will return for
the premiere of the movie and be
on hand at the conclusion of
each 86-minute showing for a
question-and-answer session.
"I'm very excited and honored to
come back." he said. "Murray
deserves this; it is where the
movie was filmed."
Murray native John Shuler
Quertermous, 16, portrays
Sonny, the main character in the
movie.
Taylor, the son of MSU
alumni Corky and Jamia Taylor,
and Quertermous, the son of Dr.
John R. Quertermous, a 1973
MSU graduate, befriended each
other when Taylor attended
MSU. The elder Quenermous
and elder Taylor forged a strong
camaraderie with each other
while playing golf for MSU's
golf team.
"Because of the friendship
formed between my father and
John Quertermous during their
college days at MSU, he and his
family took me under their wing
and made sure I had a home
away from home," Shane said.
from
Adapted
Frank
Manley's
novel,
"The

Cockfighter," the storyline of
the movie deals with cock fighting in the rural areas. Sonny
experiences the coming of age
emotions while desiring a better
life than his father, whose alltime consuming passion is
entering his grey rooster (a specific breed of rooster) in cockfights. After attending a cockfight, Taylor was inspired to
make a movie on the controversial subject, in which, Taylor
emphasizes, that no harm was
done to the animals during the
filming.
A native of Louisville, Ky.,
Taylor said 75 percent of the
movie is filmed in the Murray
countryside. "Portions of the
movie were filmed in Paris,
Tenn., the Murray jail, a house
located on Murray's 15th street
and the Dairy Queen," he said.
"Sonny's home, a white small
farm house, is actually located
on Jones Sparkman Road."
Additionally, Taylor, who coWrote and directed the Dax
_Productions independent film,
will also conduct workshops on
MSU's campus during his stay.
An 11-year freelance communication specialist with ESPN,
Taylor will work with students
in MSU's theatre and dance,
English and journalism departments.
Quertermous, who will not
be on hand for the showing, has
been awarded a scholarship to
attend the the Interlochen Arts
Academy, a residential boarding
high
school
based
in
Interlochen. Mich., established
in 1962. Claiming to be
America's first independent high
school dedicated to the arts,
Interlochen Arts Academy is
home to over 400 students.
Dr. C. Michael Wang, MSU
Spanish professor and director
of MSU's Cinema International
program, said this fund-raising

Photo provided

Shown from left are Jake LaBotz, who portrays the uncle character in The Grey, Shane
Taylor, Mark Boone, co-writer of the film who portrays Jake, the father of "Sonny," and,
front, John Shuler Quertermous.
partnership benefits everyone Tourism Office, by calling 759- said he is working with them on
involved.
2199, or in the office of the col- another upcoming movie and
"Our Cinema International lege of humanities and fine arts, hopes to complete the deal with
program that premieres movies located on the first floor of them in the near future.
for our students throughout the MSU's Faculty Hall.
Taylor, who also produced
school year has become very
Taylor's current projects "The Puritan" with Gold Circle
popular," he said. "My hope is include his recent "Death Films, said he is also working on
that through our renovation Tunnel" movie, which SONY another project with Earl
project we can refurbish our the- purchased and bought all rights, Brown, an MSU graduate who
atre to offer a new state-of-the- including video and ,merchan- portrays Dan Dority on the HBO
art theatre that will provide our dising rights. Filmed at Waverly "Deadwood"... series. "We met
students with a whole new con- Hills Sanatorium in Louisville, while in Murray at the-former
cept to watching movies."
Ky., where over 63,000 people the Big Apple Cafe's grand
Ross Bolen, artistic director died. "Death Tunnel" is a south- opening night in Murray," he
of Playhouse In The Park and a ern legend documentary of the said. "Earl is writing the script
1990 MSU graduate, said offer- tuberculosis past and present- from William Gay's novel,
ing a movie of this stature to the day hauntings that have been 'Provinces of Night."
community is a unique opportu- linked to the sanatorium since
Taylor said the movie, set in
nity.
1961.
Tennessee, deals with Warren, a
"Through our partnership
"We saw first-hand while womanizing alcoholic, who
with Murray State University filming the hauntings that occur decides after 17 years of roamand the prestigious MSU alumni in the place." he said. "While ing to return home to the wife
who are willing to give back to filming in the dark a big ball of and three children he left
the place where it all began for light came floating through the behind. Upon returning home.
them, we are very fortunate," he air and landed on the shoulder of Warren learns the only person in
said "It's not every year we have our documentary filmmaker. It his family who treats him with
such a notable movie release was so scary it would make the reverence is his 17 year-old
come our way featuring our hair stand up on the back of your grandson.
local aiils. Hopefully, we can neck."
"I will be meeting in the near
do this again in the near future."
Currently in negotiations future with Warner Brothers,
Tickets for the screenings can with Wes Craven and David Fox, Warner Independent and
be purchased at the door of the Lynch, directors and producers several other producers regardCurris Center Theater, prior to of the movie "Red Eye," Taylor ing this project."
the showings at the Murray

The Murray Art Guild is
offering a workshop in beginning watercolor on Sept. 15-17.
Sallie Guy,local artist and member of the Kentucky Guild of
Artists and Craftsmen, will conduct the workshop.
Call the Murray Art Guild at
753-4059 or e-mail murrayartguild@murray-ky.net for registration and more information.
The Murray Art Guild is a
non-profit cultural and educational organization and membership is open to anyone with a
love of the visual arts.
The Kentucky Arts Council,
a state agency in the Commerce
Cabinet, provides operational
support funding for the Murray
Art Guild with state tax dollars
and federal funding from the
National Endowment for the
Arts, which believes that a great
nation deserves great art.
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Our Tent Sale Last Week We Are
Over Run With Fresh Trades
That Have To Go How!!!
Crettit

Reuardless Of
1997 Olds Silhouette Van
Leather Loaded
2003 Ford Ranger Edge 4 WD
Low Miles, One Owner
1998 Chevy Cavalier
4 Dr., Auto., 66K Miles
2002 Isuzu Trooper Sport Pkg.
Low Miles
2004 Toyota Matrix
Sunroof, Auto., Low Miles

'Children's Letters to
God' planned at WKCTC
PADUCAH, Ky. — The first
national tour of Children's
Letters to God opens the 200506 arts in FOCUS Broadway
24.
Sept.
series
on
Performances will take place in
the West Kentucky Community
and Technical College Clemens
Fine Arts Center at 2:30 p.m.
and 7:30 p.m.
This musical, starring a New
York cast of talented young performers, crosses the boundaries
of age, geography. and religion
4s it celebrates and illuminates
those often asked questions in
Among the timeless
life.

questions asked: "Dear God:
How did you know you were
God?" and "Are you really
invisible or is that just a trick?"
and "How come you did all the
miracles in the old days and you
don't do any now?"
Children's Letters to God is a
whimsical and charming familyoriented production about the
innocent joys and sometimes
simple sorrows of growing up.
"Although the musical is
written from a child's perspective, its appeal is definitely not
limited to young audiences. It
is a wonderful, uplifting show

for all ages and it will touch
everyone who is lucky enough
to see it," said Gail Robinson
Butler, Fine Arts Center
Director,
Children's Letters to God,
based on the best selling book,
will make you remember yourself as an inquisitive kid perhaps
bringing a tear to your eye and
definitely a smile to your face.
A must see for all ages!
Tickets may be reserved by
calling (270) 534-3212. Single
ticket prices are $15 for adults
and $8 for students and children

Lynn Rice-See to perform solo recital
' Guest artist Lynn Rice-See will perform a solo
piano recital at the Performing Arts Hall on the
dampus of Murray State University on Sept. 11 at
3:30 p.m.
' Since her 1982 Carnegie Recital Hall debut.
Rice-See has appeared as recitalist, concerto

soloist, and chamber musician in the United States
and in Europe.
Her program will feature works of Mozart,
Schumann, Ravel, and Scriabin. There is no
admission charge for this recital.

1999 Chevy Blazer LS 4 WD
2001 Mercury Grand Marquis
1 Owner, Only 38K . . .

$6,995
$ 1 3,995

$3,995
$ 14,995
$15,995
$7,995
$9,995

We Also Have Over 70 More Fresh
GM Program Cars In Stock AND
ssan, Acuras, Hyundais, Chryslers, Fords and Volkswage

Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick

PRE-OWNED SUPER CENTER
1300 N. 121 By-Pass • Murray .(270) 753-5315 -18001455-5315
www.brandonautoworld.com
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Gas guzzling up money; prices top $3 a gallon

AP Photo

Lawmakers
urge grand
jury to
carry on
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Some Democratic legislators
say it is important for the special
grand
jury
investigating
employment practices of Gov.
Ernie Fletcher's administration
to continue its investigation.
The grand jury should issue a
report on its findings, which
could then he used to consider
whethefimpeachment is appropriate for Fletcher. some of the
lawmakers said at a hastily
called Wednesday morning
news conference.
"It seems clear that we won't
--get-the-story of-what Gov
Fletcher and his administration
did," said Sen. Ernesto
Scorsone, D7Lexington. -Even
though he said the buck stops
with him for any hiring abuses,
he took the Fifth when he
stepped before the grand jury to
avoid telling the truth."
While the assembled legislators danced around the topic of
impeachment,
they
said
Fletcher's actions trampled the
Merit System and that issuing
blanket pardons to nine people
indicted and untold numbers of
others who might have committed crimes shows an arrogance
on his part.
"We have a governor who is
basically ignoring his job," said
Rep. Jim Wayne, D-Louisville.
Fletcher this week pardoned
nine current or former members
of his administration who have
been indicted on charges they
violated personnel laws or tried
to cover up their actions by tampering with evidence or witnesses. The pardon also extends to
anyone who might he charged in
the special grand jury investigation.
Only acting Transportation
Secretary Bill Nighbert applied
for a pardon in a brief typed
statement and asked for it on
behalf of the other eight people
indicted. The pardons were
granted over the objection of
Attorney General Greg Stumbo,
whose office is conducting the
investigation.
Fletcher on Wednesday
repeated that he has not "knowingly violated any laws- and
blamed impeachment talk on a
"small group of folks who want
to have that occur."
Lavv makers said Fletcher
continues to rattle the state work
force by injecting politics into
personnel matters. The administration
acknowledged
Wednesday that it has compiled
the party affiliation statistics for
state workers but said it was
only in response to a request by
a task force that is examining the
Merit System. The task force
Ka% appointed by Fletcher; its
chairman is his Personnel
Cabinet
secretary,
Erwin
Roberts: and the specific request
was made by Senate Majority
Leader
Dan
Kelly
of
Springfield.
Most tfoubling. said state
Sen. Julian Carroll. D-Frankfort,
was that Social Security numbers of state workers were used
to make the computer searches,
which could be a violation of
state and federal privacy laws.
The administration gave conflicting ,accounts of how the
pails registration figures were
obtained.
Jill Midkiff, spokeswoman
for the Finance Cabinet, said the
('ommonwealth
Office
of
Technology — COT — -was
able to generate the necessary
statistical information without
examining individual Social
Secunty numbers or the names
of individual state employers.
Personnel Cabinet spokeswoman Lon Aragon-Takahashi
said in a separate e-mail: -COT
did use Social Security numbers
to pull up party affiliation
because this method insures
accuracy.Midkiff said later individual
Social Security numbers were
not viewed during the computer
cross-referrn.c

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Wnter
Gasoline prices skyrocketed in Kentucky in the
wake of Hurricane Katrina, topping the $3-a-gallon mark at some locations, while motorists, trying
to beat the higher prices, went on a buying frenzy.
Regular unleaded gasoline went for $3.29 a
gallon on Wednesday afternoon at some Pikevillearea stores.
Attorney General Greg Stumbo said he thought
gasoline retailers were "price gouging" and asked
the governor to declare a state of emergency for
the entire state. Gov. Ernie Fletcher signed an
executive order to that effect a short time later.
That action, Stumbo said, would trigger a state
law allowing investigators from his office to determine whether retailers were inappropriately charging higher gas prices in the wake of the storm.
Some stores in the Owensboro area have sold
out of the lower-priced regular unleaded gasoline
and are offering only mid- and high-grade blends
until tanker trucks arrive with fresh supplies.
"People are trying to rush to the pumps to beat
the wave of price increases that we've started to
see," said Ann Belcher, a spokeswoman for AAA
Blue Grass/Kentucky in Lexington.
Blamed on higher crude prices because of hurricane damage to oil rigs in the Gulf of Mexico,
prices on Wednesday ranged from $2.39 to $3.09

per gallon. The escalating prices were hitting
police departments, ambulance services and public transit agencies hard. Some school districts
were considering holding classes only four days a
week to save on fuel costs. And the refinery in
Catlettsburg has scaled back operations because
the hurricane had cut off crude supplies from the
Gulf of Mexico.
The shutdown of a key oil import terminal off
the coast of Louisiana disrupted the distribution of
crude through pipelines that feed refineries in the
nation's midsection, including the one in
Catlettsburg. Crude futures briefly topped $70 a
barrel on Tuesday.
Belcher said Hurricane Katrina has created
needless nervousness among Kentucky consumers
about fuel shortages.
"We may see spot shortages here and there, but
we're not going to be seeing any widespead shortages," she said. "There is going to be fuel available. That's the reality of it."
Energy Secretary Samuel W. Bodman said
Wednesday the Bush administration has decided
The (Ashland) IndependenrAP Photo
to release oil from federal petroleum reserves to Dawn Melvin raises the gas prices Wednesday at her stahelp refiners affected by the hurricane. The move tion in Ashland, Ky. Prices some eastern Kentucky
at
gas
is designed to give refineries in the Gulf Coast stations
jumped more than SO cents per gallIon during the
area a temporary supply of crude oil to take.the
place of interrupted shipments from tankers or off- morning as the damage brought by Hurricane Katrina
along the Gulf Coast is assesed.
shore oil platforms affected by the storm.
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Live children's theatre this weekend!—

The Hobbit
August 25-28 • September 1-4
www.playhouseinthepark.net
(270)759-2199 •(270)759-1752

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
NEW way to lose
weight. Learn how to
eat right for your body.
(270)748-6277
1-1E Shed, 4T7-4283,
Friday:
Sidewinder.
Saturday:
Stanley
Walker.

MALE student seeking
roommate. Fully furnished
apartment.
$299 monthly. 573624-2209. 573-6245829, 573-624-0961

FOUND, A neutered
Male retriever/lab mix,
yellow with clear
amber flea collar, well
cared for, well fed,
approx. 6 months old,
found on poplar &
lrvan st. 753-7011
753-1588 leave mesFound Black & White
Female Border Collie
less than 1 year old
(731) 498-8785
Offered.
REWARD
Lost sometime back_ A
large blue plastic storage box like what you
see at Wal-Mart. It contained some family pictures and personal
items. Nothing of value
to anyone but me. This
was lost dunng a move.
It could have been lost
anywhere along the
641 Highway from
Hazel to Benton Of one
Of the off roads that
turn off 641 as you go
into Benton. If arryone
has any true information, please phone 1270-703-6845

Hiring full-time
Assistant Manager.
59/hr. Please bring
resume to
616 N. 12th St.
Monday-Thursday
2-5 p.m. No phone
calls please. Also
hiring day cooks.

DANCERS needed! No
experience
needed
Full time or part time
MondayOpen
7pm
CI
Saturday
Great money! Call after
731-642-2990
7pm

earn
DANCERS
51,000+ weekly! The
Purple Building, 270759-2153, 270-2932069, or (270)5340333 after 5PM
DISHWASHER wanted
weekend days only.
Apply in person before
2PM
Hungry Bear
Restaurant
ENGRAVER Partairne
positlbn availabfb - With
full-time
possible,
Company will provide
all training, computer
experience a must
Responsibilities
include dealing with the
public, and operation of
computerized engraving machine for trophies, plaques, gifts,
etc. Apply in person.
The Trophy Case,
1203-8 Chestnut St.,
Murray.
EXECUTIVE Assistant
Position.
Local business seeking
an individual to meet
the following criteria:
*Full time position to
coordinate and prepare
day-to-day operations
of the CEO.
•Must have excellent
oral and written communication skills and
great attention to detail
in all correspondence.
•Ability to organize and
prioritize
numerous
projects. coordinate
meetings, conferences
and special projects
within a busy environment.
*Ability to handle all situations in a professional manner.
*Proficient in Microsoft
Office Programs Word. Excel, Outlook,
and Powerpoint.
.3-4 years administrative
experience
required.
Please send resumes
to.
HR
P.O. Box 1634
'Murray, KY 42071
FIRST
United
Methodist Church on
the
Court
Square
needs nursery attendants for infant and
toddler nurseries Must
be at least 18 years of
age and submit to a
criminal background
check $6/hr. Call 7533812 to set up interview.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person only.
Housekeeper needed
Expenence preferred.
calls
phone
No
pleese. Apply in person at Amerihost Inn,
Murray, KY
NOW hiring assembler
$700-51,300
FT/PT
weekly. No experience
needed. For information, call 1-877-3251957

LOCAL CPA firm seeks
experienced accountant for full time position
through Apra 2006, with
possible
permanent
status. Duties include
assistance with bookkeeping, tax preparation,
audits,
etc.
Quickbooks
experience a plus. Resumes
to P.O. Box 1040-F,
Murray, KY 42071
LOCAL
insurance
office
accepting
resumes for support
staff. Must have excellent computer skills.
Experience a plus. If
you are a self starter
with good work habits,
please send resume to.
Tracy D. McKinney,
P.O. Box 1394, Murray.
KY 42071. No phone
calls. Must submit
resume.
NOW hiring for all
shifts. Apply In person at Sonic, 217 S.
12th St., Murray. No
phone calls, please.
Office nurse needed for
busy medical practice.
Send resume to: P.0
Box 1040-J, Murray,
KY 42071.
OTR Drivers wanted. 2
years expenence, local
company, late model
equipment. home most
weekends. 753-3404
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-1pm only! 1
1300-578-8799
guard
SECURITY
opening, Murray area.
Part time weekends.
Call 444-0064

Bull Pen
Steaks Spirits
now accepting
applications
for experienced
servers.
Apply in person
Between 2pm-5pm
Mon-Fri
110 South 5th

Street.

TRANSPORT DRIVER
STCtiPdsci&ikcsfro
Ironer for tanpal trim
Wist km CD14101or
Tooker Offering welkin
kelvins al creedal, kat
mealy erery mirk Col(21)
415-4414 or toll free 1401.141-221, or Wawa
ferawassta km*

ISEL.

060
Help eased

EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR, Educational
Talent Search, Murray State University.
Twelve-month position to begin September
2005. Qualifications/Requirements• Master's
preferred; Bachelor's degree in education,
counseling, human services, or related field
required, and one year of experience working
with youths facipg educational, cultural, and/or
socioeconomic barriers. Excellent oral communications skills in teaching or public speaking,
computer literate, and ability to work well with
students, parents, school personnel, and community. A valid driver's license required.
Experience working with a Trio program desirable. Persons who have succeeded in overcoming barriers similar to those confronting target
population are encouraged to apply.
Responsibilities* Coordinates recruitment and
delivery of programmatic services to ETS participants in grades 6-12: conducts educational,
career, financial aid, personal development.
and post secondary planning workshops; coordinates field trips and cultural activities.
Considerable record keeping and documentation including confidential materials, caseload"
management, follow-up and evaluation of student participants; and travels extensively,
weekly in the target area; some evenings,
weekends and overnight travel are required.
r
oi
piltation Deadline* September 9, 2005. 12
Send letter, resume, names, addresses
arid phone numbers of three professional references to: Chair, Educational Advisor Search
Committee, Educational Talent Search, Murray
State University, 3 Trio Bldg., Murray, KY
42071-3344. Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply. Murray State University
is an equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.
NANNY. Expenenced
child care professional
seeks loving family.
Four year, private, inhome
experience_
Infant/ preschool. CPR
certified. Excellent references. If you're looking for lots of love and
individual care for your
children, contact 731232-8557 or 731-7070195
WILL clean before and
after renters, sale of
home, remodeling, new
construction, kit, bath,
windows,
etc.
Experienced- Valerie.
436-5914

FREE
Satellite system up to 4
rooms, free DVR or HD
upgrade Call now to
see how you can get
your first month free.
Also
get
HBO,
Cinemas & Shosvtime
free for 3 months.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901 or
877-455-0901

HANDMADE baby &
toddler quilts with a
free toy - Great gifts
on display at Tooter's
Antique Mall, Hazel,
KY.
HOT tub, good condi
lion, $1,500. 753-3648
or 293-5606

AVON: join now fo
$10. 1-877-420-6567
EARN income PT/FT
Around your schedule.
Home-Based business.
www.DRWHomeBiz.co
m (270)748-6277

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Spyware removal

759.3656
1 IC

NFL FANS
Purchase the NFL
Sunday Ticket & get
over 140 channels, 7
HBO. 12 Starz, 9
Showtime,
&
3
Cinemax Free for 4
months.
Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901 or 877-455°901
PLOT Murray Memorial
Gardens. Paid $750,
Call
sell
$450.
(270)441-0001

Went tO Buy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all. Cal
Larry at 753-3633

STRAW for sale $2 a
bate 489-2436, if no
answer leave message

CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray,

SUNTANA
tanning
bed. Good condition
$500 0130 Call 7532753 after 6PM

USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters,
refrigerators, air conditioners, stoves, and
doors. 753-4109

DIRT DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
err.* & white took also

WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week

753-9075
227-2193

Artois*
For SO
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
etszh. 270-492-8614

Cali Terrell Tidwell

ralAPPiacis
•
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
753-1713

flOPP.q

BALDWIN
piano
Acrosone. Price new
$3,500. asking $1,550,
like new 293-8487

Otionilpitionts Dis
September 11, 2005

Tell your grandparents and the world how great you
think they are by putting your picture in our
special Grandparents Day section on

2005 3 BEDROOM, 2
BATH SINGLEWIDE:
Alarm system, GE
only
appliances,
$29.999!!! 731.5849429
2005 CLOSE OUTS Singlewides
and
Doublewides - Buy
today
and
save
51,000's. WE OWN
THE BANK • Call today
at 731-642-6438

Saturday, September 10, 2005.
Single Space - $12.00
tee rem tire twe &Urea per picture t

Double Space - $18.00
(MAXIMUM 20
WORDS)
Send payment, photo, names
of gtandparents.
name of child,
and self-addressed stamped
envelope for return of
photo to:

3 BED, 2 BATH DOUBLEWIDE - Land packages available! Low
down
payment!
Awesome financing.
731-584-9429
3BR mobile home and
lot, $16,500. 753-6012

1 bedroom duplex
central h/a, all appliances furnished including w/d. $350 month
436-2731
1, 2, 3 apts 753-1252
or 753-0606

LAND -HOME
Packages are our specialty.
FHA
or
Conventional. Let us
do the work! Call 1800-533-3568 or 731644-0012
NO money needed.
FHA land packages
available now. Limited
funds. Don't miss out.
Call 1-800-c-2,-3568 or
731-644-0012

1,2. & 38R apts available Please call 7538221
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.
1BR, 1 bath studio,
$335 month. 753-7559
1BR I bath, washer &
dryer, $325 month
753-7559

OLDER mobile home
Must sell & move
Make an otter Call
436-2194 after 4 30PM

1BR, all appliances,
Oaks Apts.. starting at
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118

REPOS,
REPOS,
REPOS. Doubles. singles. Land home. Call
1-800-533-5368

1BR-4BR apartments.
Ask about move in free
days. Coleman RE
759-4118

SHARP, REPO DOUBLEWIDE: Fireplace,
front porch Call today',
731-584-9429

your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-642-6447.

2BR Apt
Cambridge
area. 293-6968
2BR, IBA, range.
refrigerator, dishwasher, wait:1, CTE/H/A, no
pets. Stadium View Dr..
$425 month. 753-7559

TAKE YOUR PICK

Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
and
2
Bedrooms
Baths? Both priced in
the $50's Call 731642-6438 today!!

28R, central gas heat,
central air, $275 and
up, some with new carpet Coleman RE 7594118

WE have 97% financing on land home packages and we can help
on the other 3%, 100%
loans. Call 1-800-5333568

4BR, 2 bath, all appliances, central H/A
Reduced
rates
Coleman RE 759-4118
ARCHITECT designed
townhome-2 bdrm/loft,
covered parking, appliances, serene landscaped views, berber
carpets, extra storage
No pets. $650/rnonth.
1401 Diuguid. 270227-1453.

$300

*Small 28R $225.00
753-6012

2BR, all appliances.
450/month.
(270)767-9948.
Avellebte 9/15,

No pets

NICE 2BR
753-9866

753

LOTS for rent
9866

LOTS including sewer
and water Hardin area
270-527-8808

Ig

CLEANING houses is
Cal
my business
Linda H. 759-9553.

airits For Rent

WHITE satin we,dding
w/
dress
capped
sleeves, size 16, 5200.
Call
270-753-6909
after 5PM

7230 Case IM tractor.
2W0, duals, full set
weights, ar radials,
2,500 hrs, excellent
condition 293-2351

1 and 2 BR furnished
apts Coleman RE 7594118
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109.

Or- Is-

OW

not

FORF1EST
View
Apartments 1213 N
16th St., now accepting
applications for: 1 br
starting at $330/month,
2br townhouses, basic
rent $360/ month. Call
Leave
753-1970.
Message,

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $34000
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221

DEADLINE IS
SEPT 7(5 PM.)

Near University Extra large 2 B/R apt.
All appliances incl.
washer & dryer.Central
elec. H/A $200
Deposit - $350'Mo.
($250 1st ma.)
753-4560
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
SMALL 1BR, no pets,
water paid 753-5980
VENTURE Property
Mgt. New 1 bedroom
apts. Furnished w/ all
appliances. 1 yr. lease.
NO PETS! Close to
campus. 767-9111 or
978-1107
VERY nice 1BR. 1
Bath, central 1-1/A, all
appliances with W/D.
Great location. 1 year
lease. I month deposit.
No pets. 753-2905.

1BR. Furnished. $235.
Unfurnished.
$225
Low utilities, no pets
753-3949

SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES • Bring

MOBILE home 7 mules
east of Murray on private lot. Call Linzy
Beane residence at
436-2582

Murray Ledger & Tunes
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Grandparents
Donnie & Linda Parker
Junior & Barbara Hobbs
Betty Hobbs & Tillie Geurin

38R, 1-1/2 bath 14 ft.
wide including lot on
resort with lake availability in contract. Big
electrified porches and
workshop shed, good
storage. Will consider
gold or silver or ? as
down
payment.
$34,000. 227-0406.

2BA
28R,
(270)527-8808

on the square

Detail
MIRACLES.
and
housecleaning
construction clean up.
26 years experience
References. If interested, please call 7679428

Nesittai

Houses For Rent
3BR, 1 bath w, appli
ances, $425 753-8487
NEWLY
upgraded,
charming 2BR. IBA
lakefront house in
Panorama
Shores.
C/H/A.
w/d,
$400/month
plus
deposit Available 9/1
( 3 1 0)5 6 7 - 9 3 2 1
References required

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668
BOAT, pontoon, & R.V.
storage. 12' tall doors
in front, can drive
through. New metal
bldg. 628 S. 3rd St.
Ext. 753-4763
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Sate & clean
*We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

1 duplex for sale in
Northwood, $89.000
293-1446

707 South 12th Street
South Center 700
1.000,1.200 so ft
in
Available
Phone
,September
753-1252, 753-0606

COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
C/G/H,
restrooms,
plenty of parking, near
judicial building. 7593772 752-0201 (after
hours.) Ask for Nelson
Shroat

Pots & Supplies
BOSTON Terriers. 6
wks old 9/19/05, $350
1-270-759-4776
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
FOR sale PUG pups,
reg. (731)479-2221
Female Pit Bull, 6
months old, white with
4 black spots on ears,
no papers, $50. Call
767-0770

St us -N- SIn xtt.
By appt. only.
Kristi Kidwell
3486 Si. Rt 121S, Murray

(270)293-607
SH1H-TZU S&W paper
trained. 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

HORSESHOEING
farrier
certified
General, corrective
Corey Scarbrough 731571-1383

Check us out
on the Web!
.murrayledeer.com
400
Yard Saki

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.
94 West to
112 Gregory Lane
Antique Coke
Machines, Old
Signs, Antique
Furniture, etc.

YARD
SALE
1703 Miller
Fri. & Sat.
Noon-3 p.m.
Golf clubs,
wheelchair,
software, CDs,
books, clothes
& more.
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IN14TORAGE

Saturday, _Sept. 3, 2005•10:00 a.m.
At the home of the late Itev. James I:emit,
.491 Oak Grove awn*id. Benton, KY
safillid; nice old desk
Duncan Risk drop kat dining tabk, beksal=dcor
diem. old hooks di hookshelscs,
chair from 'Illinois Central burned alai.5
old baseMart* up plant stand. nice hand milled lidds Imps.cow table lamps, very
old wood lamp tabks.
ball genic on 4 tioArd Nee, clectrIC sewing macalle. air set of
coffee & maganne rack piano bench, cedar chea. wall matron, old sleigh footboard
bed, maple
tied. old Alfieri& cinall stools, desk chair. metal kitchen stool, feather
spnnp.
nicking chair. old Met.il folding table & 2 chairs for children, set of twin beds
CDs & rack, V.C.R.
and mattresses. extra set of is springs & mattress. Kirby vacuum.
glass
tapes, cassette tapes. S track tapes and players. file cabinet, old radios. sliding
field
door cabinet wall gun cabinet, nice curie cabinet, cookbooks. lot of L.P. records,
glasses, Ken Holland prints One 'ever Thirst, other framed pictures, recliner. electric
litt chair. electnc treadmill. desk lamp. small wood cabinets, dining chairs. McCoy
Boy
cookie jar. hen cookie pa. other cookie Jars, old & good Chem U.S.A. Drummer
metal, old wood spinning top string type. old battery type desk crank telephone, what
not items. two Santa Mini sailboats, raclios. radio cars, Holly Hobby radio. Canon
radio. Danherry mua Cars, die cast cars, large collection of angels, kerosene lamp, bread
setting of
maker. food dehvdrator. pub & puns. small kitchen appliances, 16 place
Gibson china, other glass & china, old tea glasses with brush gold, Ica pitcher, amber
apple
pieces. t'oca Cola glasses. McDonald glasses. milk glass. lot of Avon,shaker sets.
peeler, automatic washer and dryer, roasting pans. baking dishes. Blue fruit jars, elect.
grill, croquet so. push lawn mower. Mr (iarrett's hot rod lawn mower with mowing
deck. step ladder. wheelchair, nice old reel push lawn mower, craft items, king headhoard, old lantern. hen (WI nest. large stereo speakers, stem fruiters, Pause For Living
Coca Cola nugarines from the 1960.s, small wood lathe. drill motors, elect sauder
guns. old small cast iron coal or wood stose. 10 gal. Gypsy die pot, dog house, old stone
k with wire handles& lid rough. wash tub, fiberglass sink and More
Auction keid raia or shine. Not respoiuibk for accidents Lunch available.

411 Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

YARD SALE
Friday
6 a.m.-6 p.m.
Saturday
6 a.m.- 12 p.m.
94W to Old Lynn
Grove Rd.
Little girl's clothes,
adult clothes, shoes
toys, fumrture,
household items
& more
Rain or Shine

roe Info Cue Mr. Seeldwerds 27e-442-327e
ararw.larnroaroards.oaere Far DataNal
Compiete Illattkarnarot Day Of Saari
• To Data Dank Lintar• A MusD!

CASH
JAMES R.
.:,EiTES::*E:
1
Rip , FANCY FON KY- 270-623-8466
- • wwwinmeinrcnish com

ANNUAL YARD SALE
Sportsman's Anchor Resort
Starts Friday 9/2, Labor Day
Weekend & each weekend
thereafter thru September
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
New stuff each weekend,
located on Hwy. 68 at
Jonathan Creek

MOVING SALE
340 Poplar Dr.
Buchanan, TN
by Shamrock
Resort.
follow signs.
Sept. 3 & 4
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Tools antiques
toys toddler's
clothing, furniture.
wid Everything
goes cheap
CASH ONLY

INSIDE
MOVING SALE
820 Crossland Rd.
1t2 mile off 94 West
Fri., Sept. 2
4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 3
7 a.m. - Noon
Couches recliners.
(Jong room set. lamps
rugs household rtems
girl s clothes sue 1-6 jr.
Sower pots & more.

CARPORT
SALE
Hwy. 280 at
5 Mile Marker
Fri. & Sat.
7:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
Computer.
retngerator, PA system
Coca Cola cooler
records, albums. tepee,
clothing and much
more

LOOK INTO OUR NEW PHOTO REPRINTS!

www.murrayledger.com
Click on the button
for more details!

Powered BY

lir

2005 Yamaha TTR125,
like new. 2005 Honda
Foreman 500 404, only
2002
miles
33
Kawasaki 3010 4x4
mule All below blue
book. 270-293-4089
'02 1100 Yamaha VLow mileage
Star
loaded. nice. $6,200
753-3672

DUPLEX, 1BR each
Located near clown
town in residential
area, zoned 13-3 Rents
for more than payCall Grey's
ments
Properties (270)2938462
Look for the September
issue of the Murray
Area Homes Guide
the
by
published
Calloway
Murray
County Board of REALTORS. Inc scheduled
to be at participating
real estate offices and
various businesses this
Friday
Real Estate For Sale
By Owner
Rental Property
421 South 8th Street
4 Units 3 1 BR, 1 2 or
3-BR
Become a landlord with
no down payment
Seller will finance 20%
down payment with
Your good credit and
seller will pay
closing costs Asking
$115,000 1-800-2946442

..„mrviiivio

Minors State Line At Exit 3 Take Hwy 305 West 1(2
Mile To Shafer Road, Turn Right And Proceed 1.5
Mile To Paducah A. Service SALE SITE'
im.isr-IfilaI Listiesfry
Combirlos-Heasda 2-Case IH 2388's w/
Rear Ast.163081650 Rotor Hours. Field Trackers,
Shedder, blachletos" • Case III 1020 -25' & 30'
Platforms• Case Ill 1083 - 8 Row Corn Head •600 Bu
Grain Cart Thicite-Thellons 2-Int S-2300 Day Cab
g.)ao Tractors • 2 -CPS 38' Hopper Bottoms • 28'
ilOuroo Dump • 6000 Gal Alumn Tanker • Iran Screw
,•.i - Truck •Ford Power Stroke 4x4 Pickup ThoctoroCoupe Case IH 7250 MFWD • Case IH 9380 4WD •
ice 2594 • Meiroe 3640 Sera Coupe EQUIPMENT
, re 2600' 16/31 Planter •2-Case IH 3950 Disc, 28'
.l '
; 33 • DMI 40 Tiger Mate II SMS Fasid Cut *Mr
Harrow • Case IH 4800 C Shank 32' Field Cult • DMI
57 Crumble( Roder•Brillion XL 36 Roller Much More"

NEW 3,500 sq tt home
on bluff overlooking
Creeks near Murray 10
acres 270-767-0958
270-519-8570

Riding mower home
stereo equip clothes
collectibles antiques,
household, furniture,
67 Ford Truck

1)5N. N111 1 1. 14 435-4144
1)•KRE1.1.111.. %NI. 435-44211
IRKS I). I'S('111%1 1 767-9223 ‘1 1. 1 If /NI I RS
I.(I to Fs% a. Iron. l2X1 I II III 2 45 1
1144;11mA A. It
'
(1,1. If rem.
riff I MI

Paducah, Kentucky
From 1-24 Near The Ohio River And The Kentucky-

•ADVERTISERS You
can piece a 25-word
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for as little as $225 with
one order, one payment For information,
contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821

eregelse & ATV's

At the home place of Mrs. Thelma Eckerdt
1052 Mount (hive Road, kirksey, KY near Colo, K1

Saturday, Sept. 3rd AT 10:00 A.M.
Iluinnle Eavversta Farma

Kentucky
HARDIN .
3BR, 1 SSA, utility. liv
ing & dining room
C/H/A, carport, viny
unattached
siding,
garage with vinyl siding Call 437-4714 after
4 00

GARAGE SALE
SEPT 1,2,3
7A/A-5PM
RAIN OR SHINE
94E TO 280,
POPLAR SPRING
RD, WILDCAT DR
LYNX LANE
436-5356

Labor Day Mon., Sept. 5, 2005•10:00 a.m.

(FARM AUCTION)

-NOTE!!! There is a
Spanish ad in the truck
clovers section Please
be sure to include it for
the Spanish Popuiation!
This is not an errors!!!
Thanks'

Hams For Sat.

ESTATE AUCTION

n
Irons Maifield. KY lake Hwy.462&gold Hwy. MO to Hwy.564 follow to(kilo.tur
on to Mount(*vend. p speresimalely I mile jest psi Mount Olive Church. From
Murray take Hwy. 121 Hordi Is Hwy. 564 follow I. Gale,sips punted.
.5 iiicc old spindle back rocking chair with inlaid lathe in hack & seat . A nice large
world globe, large cedar chest, old quilts, area rugs, vaseline glass, bowl boniest
weights, a fine collection of pictures and history of all covered bridges in Kentuck)
and their locations. A picture of triple crown winners starting in 1919 to the last
vs inner in ff175. A picture of Napoleon cap and hall pistol Old kitchen clock, a nice
wood case Seth Thomas clock. framed prints by Fragnard, arctic scene from
t'anada otlp.snitisgs. quanz dome clock. fine costume jewelry,jewelry chest, oriental wall pictures. set of candle holders with glass tear drop prism,,a replica of a
black panther and a-huge bull dog, wall plates. nice sculpture pieces, beautiful mantle %ascii. nice hook ends, large lot of hard hack coffee table hooks. the American
Fugle by Charks Spalding. an 8 place set Johnathen Bryon candlestick holders.
wall mount glass tear drop prism, nice net of Bavaria china Shereman Germany with
extra pieces. Stem glasses with brush gold, red glasses & large platter, other WIN trig platters. cut glass bridal basket,cake stand with glass dome, nice berry set, lead
set.
crystal pieces, red bridal basket & vase, fine glass etched pitcher, pewter tea
fig.
cranberry stem wine glasses, hen on nest, KY derhy glasses, nice small bird
urines, beautiful large figurines, egg plate, silver plate & stainless flatware, brass
pieces. large lot of framed pictures, fancy needlework, an electric sewing machine
with a beautiful cabinet, marble top and other plant stands, fancy decanters, nice
floor tahle and vanity lamps, nice glass top tables, coffee tables, glass top dining
table with wrought iron chairs, another nice dining table with 6 chairs. two nice
a
china cabinets, nice old dresser base, 3 tier Duncan Phyfe table, nice love seat,
nice sofa or hall table, nice sofa & chair, a nice wing back chair()Homan, black wing
suite.
hack chair, three piece king size bedroom suite, three piece queen bedroom
oil
nice office desk, file cabinet, nice lounge chair & ottoman. electric typewriter,
lantern, Coins: Roosevelt dimes. Kennedy I walking half dollars. Morgan piece
ten doldollar I 1 1 one ounce maple leaf $50.00 gold piece, twenty dollar gold piece.
lar gold piece, live dollar gold piece, two & two half dollar gold piece. 2 cleat comhalf
mode scats, one with 12) dollar bills. 1964 silver coins, other with Kennedy
dollar & nickels, dime. glaziers A pennies. Mexican gold pieces, Austrian gold
pieces, westward journey nickels, money proof sets, coin proof sets, silver quarters.
we have a large single blade knife commemorative of William F. Cody 1846 to 1917
was given a congressional metal of honor for being a Plains scout. There is 15 or 20
collector knives, tum of the century ladies clothes, pones & hats. some fur pieces.
lighted Miller hen sign. Swish hccr signs & decanters, metal blade fan, rattan love
seat 4 nice arm chairs, card table & chairs, golf clubs, electric treadmill. wheelchair. Snapper riding lawn mower, lawn cart step & extension ladders. tackle box
& tackle, super sharp Mark 6 Lincoln car signature series mint condition with
moon root low 70.,itas miles. 15 foot Pro Craft host- live well, power trim, silver
iron toot control. SO hp Mercury motor, heavy duty trailer and much more.
For more information call 270-435-4144
Come early -There will be 2 rings run all day.
.Auttion held RAIN or SHINE. Not responsible for accidents.
lunch available.
Mr. James Srosome Fltecutor
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TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income -producer
270-753$125,000
4109. 270-227-1545

11111L.,„
KY Lake Barkley 200
ft pebble beach' View
miles of water and
spectacular sunsets!
Great building site for
lakefront living Only
$74,900 Call owner
(270)924-4328

2 lots with restrictions
1 5 acres & 1 acre 5
miles north or Murray
752-7312
LOT 013 in Bethel
Estates Subdivision on
Bethel Church Rd 699
acres set up for mobile
home has septic system $8,900 Starks
Bros Mobile Homes 1800-455-3001

FOR SALE
OR RENT:
20 beautiful acres.
House close to
Murray.
753-9075.
227-2193

83 Harley
2001
Custom
Sportster
7,088 miles, diamond
ice pearl, lots of extras
5PM
after
Call
(270)345-2051

*CORVETTE RAFFLES! Take a chance
on a 2006 Coupe or
Convertible. Winners
will be drawn Sunday,
September 4, 2005
Winners need not be
present WWW corvettemuseum corn 800-53VETTE
BUILDINGS
.3-week Building Saler
'Last Chancel' 20x24
Now $2320 25030
$3490 30x40 $5170
40x50 $8380 40x60
$10.700 50x100
$15,244 Others Ends/
accessories optional
Pioneer 1-800-668
5422

Mountaineer
2003
oaded. extra nice
32,000 miles 435
4377 or 293-8358

'Accepting Trainees for
*Asbestos AbatementWerner, Swift, CR
Union Work Training
England. others! 16 day
Provided, Pre-employCDL! No money down,
ment Drug Screen
High School Diploma or student financing!
Tuition reimbursement
GED. Call 800-586avail Job placement
4219
asst Mon-Sun 1-800•High School Exchange 883-0171 x6
Students in need of
'Act Now Dnvershost families Has own
Flatbed, Bulk tank &
insurance and spendRefrigerated Divisions
ing money Promotes
Performance based
world peace! American
pay Expenenced
Intercultural Student
Operators Independent
Exchange 1-800-SIBContractors or
LING viewer aise corn
Company drrvers. CDL
•Kentuckiana Comfort
Instruction program
Center Inc is seeking
available 800-771experienced, journey6318.
men HVAC/R techniewe pnmeinc corn
cians for immediate
Choferes
•Atendon
openings Great benede
fits, employer paid edu- duerlos de equipos
combinacion (trailers o
cation with national
rastras) Se solicitan
accreditation and
pare trabajar inmediataopportunities for
growth. Qualified candi- mente. Average pago
14
dates will receive a sign por mills $1 10-$1
En casa los fines de
on bonus Contact
semana Sl prehere.
Dave Weber 0 502627
493-5769 or fax at 502- Llama al (502)637-7
493-5777. EOE
'Average $50K/yr.
M00985
detention, layover,
incentive pay, regional
•Salesi Estate
runs with great home
Planning! We provide
OTR drivers &
time,
comqualified leads,
0/0's welcome, lease
pete product training
purchase available;
and sales support
888-277-6937, visit
$1 800-$2,700 weekly
swnv.arrowtrucking.corn
income potential Prior

BUSINESS
SERVICES
*Attention
Homeowners Display
homes wanted for vinyl
siding, windows, roofs,
Easy credit terms No
payments until 2006
Starting at $99 month
Call 1-800-251-0843

2002 Chevy Trailblazer
EXT LT 2WD. 56,xxx
miles. running boards,
rear air, new tires, 1 owner, excellent condition. $16,000. 2935600 or 753-9598
2002 Ford Explorer
XLS. 2W0. power
windows,
steering,
door locks and mirrors,
new tires, cruise control, A/C, $8,500 0130.
270-753-9260
Rendezvous
2002
CXL Leather, loaded
to max, heated seats.
3rd row, $13,500 7530457

=L.
2000 Ford Taurus SES,
silver, excellent condi
lion, 107.000 miles
$5,750 Call 759-4519
or 753-6943
2000 Pontiac Grand
miles,
115K
Am
$2,900 0130 Call 2938602
Am
Grand
1999
Nice car
111.000
$3,950 978-0523
96 white Buick Regal
4-door. 117,000 miles,
all power sunroof, new
tires, shocks & brakes.
A/C inside, fair condition, 2 owner car.
$3,000 OBO 759-5848

2003 Chrysler Town &
Gold
Country LX
45,000 miles $13,500
Call after 600 pm
767-9740
1998 Ford Windstar
actual
77 xxx
GL
tires.
new
miles.
$5,000 270-489-2632
1991 Dodge Caravan
Call 753-9610 after
5:00 p.m.

11111L.
2002 silver Chevrolet
Sitverado 1500 pickup
truck. V-6 engine Call
753-6784
2002 F350 4x4 crew
cab. Lariat. 7 31 power
stroke diesel. Lots of
extras, 64.000 miles
$29,500. 753-5486

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
'For Sale-- Two-Story
brick office building in
Frankfort, near I-64/US
127 Approx. 2300
square feet. Internet
wired. Large conference room, seven individual offices, 4 halfbaths, kitchenette. Part
of office Wilding complex. For sale by owner
Immediate occupancy.
Call 502-223-8821
8am-5pm M-F
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE

.Expanding Fleet, New
Trucks Class-A Dnvers
needed! Dedicated
regional lanes.
Weekend/ Weekday
Hornetime Top Pay!
Call Sunday or any.
time, Priority
Transportation. 800828-9640 x209 EOE
*Go Home this weekend! We pay what you
deserve! $ 46/mile,
Hornetime you need!
Great Trucks! Blue
Cross/ Blue Shield!
Dental! 401k! Believe It!
Heartland Express 1800-441-4953
www.heartlandexpress.com
'Hogan Transport
needs Inexperienced
drivers Home most
weekends, $1,0001
$2 000 sign on bonus
for new students.
Shared tuition. Good
starting pay. Paid training. 1-800-455-4682
*Need a Job? CAST!
No experience? No
problem! No credit
check. No monthly payment. Immediate benefit package. Now hinng
in your area 1-877443-8289

sales experience a
must www.grovewithutsc corn 800-367-7795
x420

'Driver- $2,750 Sign
On 'Orientation pay.
'Earn up to $49,000 1st
year, 'Benefits 1st of
days.
'Top 10 Reasons to call month after 30
home
e
'Predictabl
1-800-472Craftrnabc:
time- CDL-A/ 6 mos
1432 ext 219, Jay
OTR. JDC Logistics
Morns. 10. Paid week877-687-5627(7 days,
ly; 9. No ceiling on
wk)
income; 8. Five day
weekwith
week
work
•Dnver- Average $53K
ends off; 7. Company
Year. Excellent
paid health plan; 6.
Benefits. Recent grads
$2,000 sign-on bonus.
welcome. New pay
5. All prospecting done
increases and bonuses
for you, 4 12-15 prefor 2005. $0 down
screened appointments lease purchase availa week. 3. Possibilities
able. Call 1-866-804for advancement: 2. Up 9334 vrvisv.transto $50 per completed
portamenca.com
presentation whether or
•Dnver- Begin your new
not it sells; and the
career today! We make
to
reason
1
NUMBER
training simple! Start
call Craftrnatic... 1. A
now and be finished in
Great Place To Start A
only 3 weeks! Job
New Career!
placement available
HORSES
Millis Training Institute
800-937-0880 ewe mil'Aluminum Horse
liatransfercom
Trailers- 3 year unlimit-

*Sawmills- $2,795LumberMate-2000 &
Lumbertrte-24Nonwood Industries
also manufactures utility ATV attachments, log
skidders. portable
board edgers and
forestry equipment
minv.norsvoodindustnes.com Free
Information: 1-800-5781363 ext 300N

ed warranty (including
roof) Starting at $6499
to luxury living quarters
100% financing available. Sales and
Service, call Scott, 1888-781-1000

FINANCIAL
•$$CASHS$ Immediate
cash for structured settlements, annuities, law
suit, mortgage notes &
cash flows JG
Wentworth 01 1-80°794-7310
FOR SALE
*Wore Tanning Beds.
Buy direct & save! Full
Body units from $22 a
month! Free Color
Catalog. Call Today' 1800-842- 1305
wvAv.np.etstan.corn

LIVESTOCK/LIVESTOCK FOR SALE

'Airline Mechanic
Rapid training for high
paying career FAA predicts severe shortage
FAA approved Job
placement assistance
AIM 1-888-349-5387

HELP WANTED
*Apprentices. Repair
electronic gear HS
Grads. Ages 17-34. Top
salary. benefits Must
relocate Call 1.4-F 800284-6289

2106 Southwest Drive.
436-2967 Joe Lamb's
Custom bull 3Ed. 28e
Mower Repair, Free
Lariat
F150
home for sae by origi- 2001
pick-up/delivery.
cab,
nal owner App 2.640 extended
set ft Many high-end $15,500 2000 Chrysler
436-5141 A-AFFORDCountry.
&
features Priced thou- Town
ABLE Hauling Clean
sands below replace- 16,900. Both Meisel
out garages, gutters,
ment cost. Phone 753- condition. 753-2570
junk & tree work
9289 or 752-0152
49206118 ROOF
FSBO RELOCATING.
REPAIRS. New
38R
sell
must
Roofs all types 29
New
garage
detatched
years experience Cat
All
Central air/heat
1997 Carnotite Pop
Carters
Up heaVair/ pullout
appliances stay. Near
767-0533 MOWING,
sleeps 7 $3,200. 753
school last house on
mulching,
trimming,
2570
road in quiet neighborlobs.
odd
painting,
Hickory.
1009
hood.
Free
cleaning
Benton. 565.000 Or
Estimates 978-1115
Raiawn
best offer Call 270APPUANCE REPAIR
493-6080
21' Baia, low hours, SERVICE di PARTS
for sale
HOUSES
older boat, greet cOndi- (270) 293-8726 OR
some with acreage
tion, coddy, fast. 436- 759-5534
Call 270-339-8824 or
6133
Chuck Van Buren
270-339-8823

CHAD B. HUGHES

•Dnver Owner
Operators Needed Can
you use $1.10-S1.14
average per mile per
week'? No forced dispatch. Call Max 0 T&T
1-800-511-0082

MISCELLANEOUS

HEALTHCARE

APPLIANCE &
ELECTRICAL REPAIR

*Driver- Covenant
Transport. Excellent
pay & benefits for experienced dnvers. 0/0,
Solos, teams & graduate students. Bonuses
available. Refrigerated
now available 888MORE-PAY (888-6673729)

•Charohas Female
Sale 100 lots fall and
spring calving, first calf
herfers, bred heifers
Campbellsville KY 270403-4562, 502-5074984 606-510-4537

*Family Healthcare
w/prescnption plan!
$69 95/mo Nationwide
coverage, no limitations Includes
Doctors, dental. vision,
hosp & more
Everyone accepted!
Call WCG 800-2889214 ext 2332

C111
Swims 011wM

*Earn Degree online
from home 'Medical,
'Business, 'Paralegal,
'Computers Job
Placement assistance
Computer and Financial
ad if qualify 866-8582121 www onlinetidewatertech.com

*Drivers. Owner
Operators; tractors
$1.53+ FSC, Straight
Trucks $1.15- $1.35+
FSC. Free Qualcommi
Trip Pak. Sign-on
incentives. Cat TnState Expedited 888320-5424

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
*75 Owner Operators &
Company Drivers CDLA, Dedicated & OutBack Runs, home
often Well above
industry pay- benefits
available, Flexible
Lanes small fleets welcome 800-308-1893 or
866-250-3393

*Drivers- Pay increase
Up to 44 cpm, loaded
and empty Guaranteed
hometime, $3,000
bonus, 2400+ average
weekly miles. 2004
trucks assigned. expen
enc,e required 800441-4271 ext-ET135
*Drivers: We take care
of you from day onepaid orientation incl
hotel & meals. Starting
pay based on exp, earn
up to 43 open. Drive
your assigned
Freightliner to the
house, home every 14
days. Full benefits pkg,
steady miles. eoe/ 3
mos class-A req 1-877452-5627

Swims Morse
Lamb's Tree
A-1
Trimming,
Service.
removal, etc. Tractor
bushhogging,
work,
hauling, junk dean up,
gutter cleaning 4362867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
AFFORDABLE carpentry. No job too small
No job too big. Collins
Contracting
Restoration 293-4954,
436-5178
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling. addibons,
porches. decks, sun
rooms roofing, vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair, sagging floors,
termite & water damLarry Nirnmo
age
or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353

ANDRUS Excavating
*Certified septic
installation
*Custom dozer
backhoe service
*Ponds
•Orrveways
*Insured
753-9503, 978-0343

22 mins EXPFIRlf
(270) 226-9398
(270)4924191
ASPHALT
SEALCOATING
'Commercial
•Residential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SEALCOATING
(270) 753-2279

AUTRY
ROOFING
30 years experience
All work guaranteed
ROBY AUTRY
• -,i.55.4495
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BUMPER to Bumper.
Autobody & Repair.
Headliners starting 0
$65 Paint lobs starting
0 $399 270-753-9055
641S
Hwy
3581
Murray, KY 42071
Trash
CALLOWAY
761-3740,
Service
293-4045
CONCRETE finishing.
Driveways, sidewalks.
etc. 752-0500, 7593229

CARPET &FLOORCO'rERISG
Over 30 years
experience
Sales & Installation

• 753-7728

(270) 227-0863
(270) 759-1289

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Ask about our painting
special
293-5438
ELECTRICIAN
New Const./Remodel/
or trouble tic and ins.
w/ 30 yrs exp. Call
753-7091
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump gnnding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

David's Cleaning
Services
Specialize in Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes

"We

'Brick 'All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning As ailardc
'We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways

David Borders
1270)527-7176 or (270) 293-0939

CLASSIFIEDS
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JUNK/Rubbish
Romoval, clean out
attics, garages, yard
waste, etc Low rates
1270)489-2583

E

LAM LAWN
MOWING
SERVICE:
Want your lawn to
look its bestf
Satisfaction
Guaranteed
Cali 753-1816
Of 227-0611
LAYTON
Hudson
hauling & backhoe
753-4545 767-0213
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
•Carpets •lJpholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal 'Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"'Got Dirt?"
753-5827

PRECISE
CONTRACTORS
New construction
and remodels
Concrete replacement
windows, decks, shingle and metal roofing
and more 1-270-2931899
1-270-871-0195

lug
Scal( waling,
Stripirigt.
cults:Atkin.
11111 km lise)51‘1.
-•;',)-414111 • 753- I ;PAYTON LAWN CARE
Mowing,
Landscaping
Fertilizer and Light
Sackhoe Work
270436-5507 Nome
270-293.7717 Cell

WALTEFtS
CONTRACTING
Builder
Roofing,Decks, Siding
753-2592
Free Coiumn
FREE kitten to good
home Was dropped oft
and can't keep Call
753-4210. leave message

State, advocates team up
on Medicaid changes

•

.tr.
0
1.5
S.
sh
40,

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Medicaid officials and health
advocates have agreed to
changes in a popular health plan
that serves about 49,000 poor
children, another step in efforts
to restructure the state's troubled
health care system.
If nder the agreement, a private
insurer would continue to run
the Kentucky Children's Health
Insurance Program (KCHIP),
but the iiisiner would be
required to offer the same basic
health coverage that state
employees receive. The deal
would also restrict the program's
use of co-payments.
The changes came during an
all-day meeting last week.
In another such effort, state
officials and mental-health
advocates met earlier this month
to fix kinks in a new pharmacy
system that was rejecting some
psychiatric patients' prescriptions. The state agreed to set up a
hot line that doctors can call
when their patients are denied
medicine.
Among other problems, the
state's Medicaid budget is facing
a projected $675 million shortfall this fiscal year. Mark
Birdwhistell, state undersecretary for health, said state officials want to avoid wholesale
cuts that Tennessee, Missouri
and Mississippi and other states
have made.
"A lot of them have taken a
meat-ax sort of approach," he
said. "We'd rather fine-tune it."
Despite concerns voiced at an
Aug. 16 forum by advocates
who fear deep cuts in services

and higher co-payments, the
state has no secret plan to slash
health care for the poor and disabled, he said.
"Nothing is further from the
truth," Birdwhistell said.
After the latest forum, where
advocates protested potential
changes to Medicaid as vague
and risky, state officials began
setting up meetings to deal with
the complaints.
"I was pleasantly surprised,"
said Debra Miller of Kentucky
Youth Advocates, who spoke at
the forum on behalf of KCHIP.
Dr. James Holsinger, secretary
for health and family services,
said the goal of revamping
Medicaid is to continue to provide basic health services for
poor or disabled Kentuckians —
even if it means limiting services or increasing costs for those
most able to afford it.
"We've got an unsustainable
program," Holsinger said. "It's
destroying the budget of the
state."
Thestate provides 30 percent
of Medicaid funds, and the federal government provides 70
percent. The program is
Kentucky's second largest
expense after education.
Advocates say they will work
with state officials but won't
give up trying to convince lawmakers to put more money into
the program. They point out that
with the federal-state funding
arrangement, the state needs to
come up with only about $203
million to get enough federal
money to cover the projected
$675 million shortfall.
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You have a way of reading others, whether it is through their
actions or their words. You
could become a healer of sorts or
a trusted confidant. Keeping
secrets must become your specialty. You will also want special
time for yourself, as often you
need to center yourself and sort
through what others say. You
will also become a stronger

force and personality when you
so choose. You will get what you
want. Money' flows through the
next few months. Save rather
than spend. If you are single,
you might move or make some

dramatic changes to your home
life. Meeting people happens
naturally this year. If you are
attached, the two of you might
want to make some adjustments
to your home or domestic life.
Why not? VIRGO is a soul
mate.
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ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Matters involving educa-
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(5:00) BET Morning Inspiration

tion, travel and/or in-laws could
be subject to a swing in the next
few days. Just observe what
happens. Conversations and
debate become instrumental as
you view the issue. Tonight: Slow
down, please.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Dig into the basics with
an associate or partner. You two
might see issues differently, but
use this lack of agreement positively. Remember that there are
many ways to approach a situation. Learn the art of compromise. Be more playful. Tonight:
Raise the roof in your Taurean
style.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Saying what you mean is

Can
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SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You change plans, or

off ASAP.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Others overwhelm you
with their chatter and ideas. You
might find that a goal changes as
the day progresses. Weigh the
pros and cons of suggestions.
Schedule a late-afternoon meeting with a specific person.
Tonight: Be a duo.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You accomplish a lot,
even if you are in the Friday
mood. In fact, you find a shorter
way, or certainty a more efficient
path. Others will share more of
themselves late this afternoon.
Associates relax with the end of
the day. Tonight Accept an invitation.
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active until you see eye to eye
and find understanding, if not
resolution. If you can cut your
day short, head home. Tonight
Happy at your place.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Expenses might be lessened by a different approach to
work and your daily lifestyle. Talk
to a budget-minded pal for suggestions. You might be amazed
at what comes up. Stay open.
Tonight: Relax with a friend.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Your ideas and innovative style could draw a new reaction from someone you care
about a lot. Talk about your cre
ativity and where you are coming
from. You finally have the opportunity to see eye to eye. Tonight:
Dinner is your treat.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You might not be altogether content with a situation but, for
now, feel powerless to change it.
Suddenly, you could find that you
are talking to yourself, mulling
over ideas. This afternoon, claim
your power when the Moon is in
your sign. Tonight: The world is
your oyster. Act like it.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Emphasize others and
their opinions. You have the ability to revise others' points of
view. On the other hand, you
might adapt to what they think.
What is important is that you can
flex and grow. Tonight: Do something exclusively for yourself.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Take charge, especially
regarding money and revamping
your budget. Spending to make
money is one thing; letting go
and just spending carelessly is a
problem. Meetings punctuate
your afternoon. Tonight: Your
friends want to be with you.
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The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:

want to, this morning. Make a
M-F 8 am -7 p.m.. Sat. 9am.-4 p.m.
• long-distance call, but avoid a
• heavy discussion. Get others'
762-9103
OOOOOOOOOO••••••••••••••OOOOOOOO••• points of view. Avoid hearsay,
and establish facts. Your decisions make a difference. Tonight:
Others notice you.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** A partner might be unusually chatty this morning. You
might have to listen, but could
pick up cars
have difficulty absorbing everything he or she says. Investigate
different solutions. Tonight: Take
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By The Associated Press
"foday is Thursday. Sept. I. the
244th day of 2005 There are 121
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 1, 1939. World War
11 began as Nazi Germany invaded Poland.
On this date:
In 1807. former Vice President
Aaron Burr was found innocent
of treason.
In 1878. Emma M. Nutt became

the first female telephone operator in the United States, for the
Telephone Despatch Co. of Boston.
In 1905. 100 years ago. Alberta and Saskatchewan entered Confederation as the eighth and ninth
provinces of Canada
In 1923, the Japanese cities of
Tokyo and Yokohama were devastated by an earthquake that
claimed some 150,000 lives.
In 1932, New York City Mayor
James J. -Gentleman Jimmy" Walk-
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Readers weigh in on wife's
relationship with best friend
DEAR ABBY: I was disappointed by your answer to
"Wondering in Illinois," who
is jealous of his wife's best

Facts about an
uncommon lung disease

a day talking or text-messaging, ignore the husband to the
point of rudeness if he's around,
and the normal routine of the
household is forgotten because
of the distraction. I stand by
my answer. Read on:

DEAR DR. GOTT: Please
comment on bronchiolitis oblit-

erans. My wife died of the
friend.
"Cassandra."
condition last spring, and the
You
accused her of having a "girlinformation
friend". You
I received
told
him
DEAR ABBY: I agree that
was quite
Ws.
they
were "Wondering" needs to find out
vague.
due for a what's going on. A friend of
DEAR
long talk.
mine was married II years to
READER:
In
my his high school sweetheart. She,
This term
opinion, the too, began spending a lot of
refers
to
problem is time with a female co-worker,
swelling and
the
hus- and he was often excluded. In
scarring of
band's rag- time, he began to resent the
the tiniest
Dear Abby ing jealousy. massages, trips, dinners togethbronchial
What's the er and other activities they
tubes, which
By
By Abigail
evidence of shared without him. When he
Dr. Peter Gott supply air to
Van Buren
lesbian confronted her, she accused
the lungs.
activity? him of "trying to come between Formerly considered to be an
Their vacations together? The her and her best friend."
infectious disease of childhood.
phone calls? Obviously, this
bronchiolitis obliterans has
He got the shock of his life
woman is having the kind of when he walked in unexpect- recently been diagnosed more
fun with her friend that she edly one afternoon and caught frequently in adults.
hasn't had with her nasty. sus- them in a compromising posiThis dangerous lung disorpicious husband in a long time. tion. His wife then demanded der can • follow viral pneumoIsn't one of the signs of an a divorce. Twelve years later, nia and the inhalation of toxic
abuser when he starts wanting his former wife and her "best gasses such as nitrogen dioxide. In fact, a common form
to control his wife's friends? I friend" are still a couple.
think her husband needs to get
If "Wondering's" wife isn't of bronchiolitis obliterans, called
a life and some friends of his romantically involved with her "silo-filler's disease," affects
own. -- KEELAH IN ITHA- friend, it's time he finds out people in that occupation who
CA, N.Y.
what's lacking in their rela- inadvertently inhale — even for
DEAR KEELAH: When I tionship that she's getting from just a few minutes — the nitroadvised "Wondering" that he the girlfriend. -- ALSO WON- gen gas that collects in high
concentrations above fresh
didn't appear to be the first DERING IN CALIFORNIA
on his wife's list of priorities.
DEAR ALSO WONDER- silage.
I was UNDERSTATING the ING: Good point. If there isn't
Bronchiolitis obliterans is
problem. The wife's girlfriend a romance going on, marriage also a complication of rheumagives her lavish gifts and pays counseling could do them a
toid arthritis, bone marrow transfor their trips together; they
plantation (for leukemia) and
world of good.
make frequent bets with oil masDEAR ABBY: It does appear an allergy to the drug penicilsages as the payoff, spend hours that the wife may be having 'amine. Some cases of bronchiolitis
occur -withan affair with her friend. I am
out any recognizable cause.
a member of the Straight Spouse
In acute cases, such patients
Network, an organization starter resigned following charges of ed by Amity Pierce Buxton to experience marked difficulty
breathing due to fluid accumugraft and corruption in his adminhelp the straight spouse underistration.
stand the coming-out process
In 1945. Americans received
of their gay spouse.
word of Japan's formal surrender
The Straight Spouse Network
that ended World War 11. (Because
is a worldwide organization
of the time difference. it was SepSouth dealer.
whose membership comprises
tember 2 in Tokyo Bay. where
North-South vulnerable
current
or
former
heterosexual
the ceremony took place.)
NORTH
spouses/partners of gay, lesdA 7 3
In 1951, the United States.
bian, bisexual or transgender
•K 1042
Australia and New Zealand signed
•A K J 8
mates and mixed-orientation
a mutual defense pact. the ANZUS
4.1 6
treaty.
couples. Our members provide
WEST
EAST
personal, confidential support
.Q.1105
•K 8 6 4 2
•Q 8 7 3
and resource information to
VA 9 6 5
•9 5
•6 3
spouses. couples and families.
4752
494
We are the only support netSOUTH
work of this kind in the world.
4A 9
-- MARIANNE IN GULF•—
•Q 10 7 4 2
PORT. FLA.
4A K Q 108 3
DEAR MARIANNE: 1 am
The bidding:
familiar with the Straight
South
West
North East
Spouse Network, which is allied
14
Pass
1
Pass
•
2
Pass
4
•
Pass
PFLAG, and have men5
NT
Pass
7
•
tioned it in my column before.
Opening lead - queen of spades.
Dr. Buxton. who chairs the SSN,
is a respected researcher and
There are many slam-oriented
author of an excellent book, conventions, but one of the most
valuable is the so-called Grand Slam
"The Other Side of the ClosForce. The GSF is not a new convenet" (John Wiley & Sons), that
tion (now about 70 years old), but it
explains the gay spouse "dilemgenerally has not been accepted as a
working tool by the average bridge
ma" and offers strategies on how
player. This is rather strange. since
families can cope when the
the GSF is easy to apply and hard to
gay person "comes out." Not
abuse. Furthermore, there are many
surprisingly, that's a complimore points than usual at stake when
the occasion for its use anses.
cated and emotionally wrench-

lation in the lungs After initial improvement, these patients
relapse; they develop fever,

breathlessness.
cough
and
Unless treated aggressively —
usually with cortisone drugs —
the bronchial swelling and scarring may lead to suffocation.
The diagnosis is made
according to the pattern by
which the disease progresses,
usually over a period of months.
Biopsy may be necessary. Unfortunately, the effects of therapy
are inconsistent. Those patients
who don't die are often left
with disabling pulmonary symptoms, requiring supplemental
oxygen.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My
daughter was recently diagnosed
with Alpha I antitrypsin deficiency. What is this condition?
DEAR READER: Alpha 1
antitrypsin is a substance in body
tissues that is necessary for
normal metabolism. Some people, such as your daughter, are
born with a hereditary deficiency of this enzyme. causing
a disease marked by emphysema and liver damage.
.Symptoms include jaundice
(in children) and difficulty
breathing and liver scarring (in
adults). The diagnosis is made
by blood tests.
Standard therapy is directed
toward preventing factors that
accelerate emphysema, such as
a prohibition against smoking.
In severe cases, liver transplants may be required.
In general, patients with this

Dr. Gott

condition should be under the
care of appropriate specialists,
such as pulmonologists and gastroenterologists.

ContractBridge

ing process. The network's Web
site is www.ssnetwk.org.

Let's see how the convention is

used here after North's jump-raise to
four diamonds. At this point. South
should feel certain of a small slam
and should seriously consider the
possibility of a grand slam.
The potential grand slam in diamonds does not depend on how
many points or aces North has,
rather, it rests solely on the question
of whether North has the A-K of
trumps. If North has them, a grand
slam is virtually certain. If North
does not have them, South should

settle for a small slam.
Accordingly, South leaps to five
notrump -- the Grand Slam Force —
asking his partner to bid seven of the
agreed trump suit if he has two of the
three top trump honors.
North duly bids seven diamonds.
which is easily made. In bidding the
grand slam, North does not weigh his
holdings in the other three suits; he
simply obeys South's command to
define his trump holding. With only
the ace or king of trumps. North
would bid six diamonds.
The only danger associated with
using the GSF is that one player or
the other might misread it as part of
the Blackwood Convention asking
for kings. The Blackwood livenotrump bid asking for kings, however, is always preceded by a fournotrump bid asking for aces, so there
should be no confusion in this

regard.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
C200
,hong

CAN
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Crosswords
ACROSS
IF CI Ft Et1E1-1.

Ft cr VV

S•

0,
)

1 Outwit
4 Bedroom slipper
8 'Arabian Nights

48

bird
11 Hard to find

50 Gentlemen
51 Pay tor

13 More than bad
14 Memorable

53 Top monk
55 Not as cold

decade
15 Made a speech
17 Keep out of
sight 12 wc1s )

19 Plural pronoun

21 Ring champ
22 Summer sob
seeker
24 - Wedersehen

26 Pat and
\Zama's boss
29 Sahib's place
31 Humbug
preceder
33 Enemy
34 Rx giver
35 Hypo units
37 Comstock Lode
St
39 Appliance maker

Gm A Ft FIE L C100
I'M GOING TO LEAP
ON THAT DONUT'

1 I /X rvt

IF STAND WERE I
CAM SEE TUE 1.JTTLE
RED MIRED GIRL isli4C-N
Ss* COMES OUT OF
NM WU%

;(
OF CIXIRSE, IF SHE
SEES ME PEEKiNE
AROVN0'US TREE
51461.L TWO*" I'm
TUE DUMBEST?MON

IN 114E WORLD

thIT IF I
01,4.7 PEEK
ARCX#412 ThE

UNICI4 EXPLAINS
ltII4Y I'M STANDINE)
IN A BATCH OF
POISON OAK

TREE I'LL
NEVER SEE
NER

40 Dawn goddess
42 Edge a dolly
44 Kitchen tool

46 Ear cleaner
Potpie veggie

58 Sheet-music
words
61 Sonnet cousin
Not on time
Equinox mu
65 Slalom run

62
64

66 Look cunously
67 Almost grads
DOWN
1 To's opposite

2 Boat implement
3 Adult-only lams
flrrPh,i
4 Nevacepers,et al.
5 Harmful ray
6 Smak n Dozer)
7 Film director
- Kazan

GET INTO%

Answer to Previous Puzzle

THE GAME.

for all your I
mum II Subscribe
hometown football I
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action
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ODRIA HMO URDU
UWORHOO ONUM
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9-1 02006 Uneed Feature Syndicate

8 Substrtute
pitcher
9 Conquistadors
quest

10 Hersh call
12 Cultural

inc

16 Wide shoe
18 Shade tree
20 Massage
22 Counts tbe
minutes
23 Finance
25 Devotee
27 Newscaster
-Mudd
28 Goes off
course
30 Feign
32 Not hint
38 Syrup base
38 Cap brirns
41 Pricey furs
43 Beverage
45 London and
Hong Kong
47 Lee out
49 Berner trained
52 Sharp bark
54 Via
55 Stooge with
bongs

• Home Delivery
3mo. —..$26.*
6 as.,,,.. ...$51.11
1 yr.

58 Psyche parts
57 Funny
Chatiotte 59 ER practice
80 Ave. amass
83 'Tao - Ching"

Rest of KY/114,i-
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Weather breaks for Racers
Special to the Ledger
s, After three consecutive
;$loomy and wet days, the
Racers returned to the practice
eld on Wednesday to sunny,
:inid-80s weather.
Special to the Ledger
The Racers continued to
A memo issued by Mark Hutchins, the associate vice presi;Work on game situations in
dent for institutional advancement at Murray State, indicated
preparation for
that gas stations in Starkville. Miss., will be closed over the
their season
weekend, when the Racer football team will open its 2005 seaopener against
son at Mississippi State.
Mississippi
In the memo, Hutchins said, "A colleague in Starkville
State on Sept.
(whose husband is a police officer)just informed me that the gas
3.
stations in Starkville will be closing and limiting gas sales to
"Today, we
emergency vehicles only.
worked
on
"I confirmed this with the mayor's office, who said that the
goal -line
problem is that the stations are running out of gas and cannot get
defense and
more," the memo continued.
goal-line offense," MSU head
"Other services are not yet being affected (restaurants, grocoach Joe Pannunzio said. "We
cery stores, etc.), but we might want to alert our traveling fans to
also continued to work on our
make sure that they gas up somewhere north of Starkville before
blitz, and we winded down all
arriving. Corinth and Tupelo are good options right now."
our special teams drills."
Racer fans making the trip to Mississippi are advised to get
The Racers were scheduled
gasoline prior to entering Starkville, and to get enough gasoline
to hold just one more practice
before the game to enable them to get to an out-of-town gas sta,-toclay at 3:15 p.m. before
tion after the contest.
:',/ng for Starkville, Miss. The
"-team plans to leave on Friday at season the Racers have played a Mississippi (2001), Minnesota
8 a.m. The Racers will then have Division I-A opponent.
(2001), Memphis (2002),
a walk-through at Davis-Wade
(2003)
and
Since 1998, Murray State has Kentucky
Stadium at Scott Field at 2 p.m.
Connecticut (2004). The tradiCamp Notes: The season traveled to Brigham Young tion will continue for at least
opener at Mississippi State (1998), Wisconsin (1999), two more seasons, as the Racers
marks the eighth consecutive Middle Tennessee (2000), tentatively have scheduled

Gas shortage in Melamine
may affect Racer fans

Missouri for 2006 and Texas
A&M in 2007.
"Our kids want to play the
best teams in our country, so
we'll continue to try and schedule games against top Division I
teams each season," Parinunzio
said.
Katrina Hits Home: Junior
running back Chad Cook is feeling the effects of Hurricane
Katrina on his hometown of
New Orleans. Cook said his
family fled the storm to stay
with family in Shreveport,
and are doing fine, but he fears
his home is lost.
"Right now, I'm worried
about our house," said Cook, the
Racers' top returning rusher
from 2004. "I know I can't, but
right now all I want to do is go
back home and help. We all
grew up being taught about how
bad it could be if a hurricane hit
New Orleans. I guess it was all
true. It's hard to think that the
place I grew up in might be
gone."
Injury Report: For the second consecutive practice, the
Racers reported no injuries and
had everyone dressed out on the

Abdullah is leader
of-Wildcat defense
Senior safety an
inspiration to
fellow players
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky defensive coordinator
Mike Archer has no trouble pinpointing the moment when
Muhammad Abdullah became
the leader of the Wildcats'
defensive unit.
The day after an embarrassing 28-16 loss at home to
c- oatIRittitlroclks
meenng and opened e too
* r for
comments. As a couple of other
players spoke, sometimes critically of teammates. Archer saw
the normally quiet Abdullah
edging toward the front of the
MOM.

"I didn't know what he was
going to do," Archer recalled.
learned.
Archer
soon
Abdullah took the floor and told
his teammates that if they were
going to talk like that, they'd
better back tip those words on
the field.
"He showed his emotions and
said we need to pick it up," senior cornerback Antoine Huffman
said of Abdullah. "That's exactly what a leader needs to do in a

time of need.Archer called it "one of the
key moments" in Abdullah's
life. The low-key Abdullah said
it was a little bit out of character
for him.
"I still don't say too much
now, but that day, I just said
what I felt," Abdullah said. "I'm
not much of a vocal guy. I watch
what I do and try to lead by
example."
That's why, although such a
challenge might have gone
' ued b a
Mate
breaking into the starting lineup
as a sophomore, the 6-foot, 205pound senior from Folkston,
Ga., has
been
arguably
Kentucky's most consistent
defensive player. As Brooks puts
it, "Muhammad is going to be
Muhammad. He's a guy you
really don't worry about."
That level of maturity is
unusual in a college player,
Archer said. But perhaps it's
understandable, considering
Abdullah is a family man, with a
wife and two children to take
care of. Abdullah's teammates
AP
obviously respect him, having Senior safety Muhammad Abdullah Is Kentucky's
voted him and senior wide unquestioned defensive leader after recording 58 tackles
receiver Tommy Cook as this
and three interceptions in an All-SEC season for the
•See CATS Page 2C
Wildcats in 2004.

AP

Florida Marlins' rookie Jeremy Hermicia, shown here
rounding third base, became only the second player in
major league history to hit a grand slam in his first bigleague at-bat during the seventh inning of Wednesday's
game against St. Louis in Miami. The Cardinals still won
the game, though, 10-5.

Hermida's slam
not enough for
-Marlins vs. Cards
MIAMI (AP) — Only two
players in baseball history had
ever hit a grand slam in their
first major league game. Only
one other had done it in his first
at-bat. And no one had ever
pulled it off as a pinch hitter.
Yet with one swing, Jeremy
Hermida — called up by Florida
the
from
minors about
three
hours
before
the
game — found
his own special corner of
e" bail historylge had iipiachhit grand slam in the seventh
inning off the St. Louis
Cardinals' Al Reyes in the
Marlins' 10-5 loss Wednesday
night.
"You couldn't even dream of
something like this," Hermida
said, the ball safely tucked into
the left heel of his sneaker as his
cell phone incessantly vibrated.
The only other player with a
grand slam in first major league
at-bat was pitcher William
"Frosty Bill" Duggleby, who did
it for Philadelphia at home
against the New York Giants in
the second inning on April 21,
1898, according to the Elias
Sports Bureau. San Francisco's
Bobby Bonds also hit a slam in
his first game, doing so in his

third plate appearance more than
37 years ago.
"You always dream of coming in and maybe not getting a
home run in your first at-bat, but
just getting a hit." Hermida said.
-To do something like that, it's
something I couldn't even
describe."
Hermida, a 21-year-old outfielder whose contract was purchased from Double-A Carolina,
batted for pitcher Brian Moehler
with Florida trailing 10-0 and
connected on the third pitch he
saw in the big leagues.
He swung at a fastball, took a
ball low, then homered over the
right-field wall, a drive estimated at 373 feet.
"I pretty much already made
up my mind I was going to
swing at the first pitch up there,
just to get the jitters out,"
Hermida said. "After that, I was
like,'All right, sit back and trust
yourself.' And he just happened
to leave one over the middle a
little bit."
Said Reyes, when asked
about being part of history: "It
doesn't feel too good ... but it's a
part of the game."
Reyes said the history-making pitch was a changeup that
got too high — and seconds
later, too far.

Mediocrity rules as baseball gives way to the gridiron
Well, that didn't take long.
After moping up the compe:lition here at the Ledger &
Times last .,ear, punking my
peers for the top prize in
pigskin prognostications, I'm
"already behind the eight-ball in
sole possession of last place.
After all, I do strive for
mediocrity.
Case in
point, a couple of weeks
ago I was
having a
conversation
about the
upcoming
football season. While
dropping
my knowledge on the
Peachbaskats local
By Michael
pigskins, I
Dann
was asked
Sports
how much I
Writer
could possibly know.
After all, 1
;was wearing a University of
Kentucky football T-shirt.
Mediocrity. right?
Next, I did a brief interview
,with a local radio station prior
.
40 the snap of the annual Pella
Progress Bowl game. And
. while I have had radio experience as a co-host and producer
for a Saturday morning sports
show in Illinois prior to my
arrival in Murray, I was remind-

O See PICKS Page 2C

The Games

LiireiR&ThliFs
2005 Pigskin
Prognostication
Contest

The Guys

Nanney

Murray High vs.
Calloway County
Reidland at
Ballard Memorial
Paducah 'Tilghman at
Graves County
Fulton County at
Heath
Mayfield at
Hopkinsville
Marshall County at
Lone Oak
—Napkins Central at
Trigg County
—Murray State at
Mississippi State
Louisville at
Kentucky
Miami (Fla.) aT
Florida State

SOHN WRIGHT
LAST WEEK
5-5
OVERALL
13-7

IRK WALKER
LAST WEEK
4-6
OVERALL
11-9

MICHAEL DANN
LAST WEEK
4-6
OVERALL
10-10

SCOTT HAMMY
LAST WEEK
6-4
OVERALL
14-6

Dann

Walker

Wright

Murray

Calloway

Murray

Murray

Ballard Memorial

Ballard Memorial

Ballard Memorial

Reidland

Graves Co.

Graves Co.

Graves Co.

Paducah 'Tilghman

Fulton Co.

Fulton Co.

Fulton Co.

Fulton Co.

Hopkinsville

Hopkinsville

Hopkinsville

Hopkinsville

Marshall Co.

Marshall Co.

Marshall Co.

Marshall Co.

Trigg Co.

Trigg Co.

Hopkins Central

Trigg Co.

Mississippi State

Mississippi State

Mississippi State

Mississippi State

Louisville

Kentucky

Louisville

Louisville

Florida State

Miami

Miami

Florkla State
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Nuttsays
players'
families
safe after
Katrina

:1

LITTLE ROCK (AP) —
With the wrath of Hurricane
Katrina bearing down on their
families, two Arkansas football
players from Louisiana had
more than Missouri State on
their minds this week.
Arkansas coach Houston
Nutt said Wednesday the families of two Razorbacks with
Louisiana ties are safe. Guard
Stephen
Parker is from
( torn left) Larry unningham, Tommy Cunningham and Tim unn ngham,owners
Mandeville, La., and cornerback
of Cunnigham Machine & Auto Repair of Murray, pose for a picture with NHRA
Darius Vinnett is from St. Rose,
Funny Car champion John Force at the recent Mid-South Nationals race at
La. Both towns are near New
Memphis Motorsports Park in Memphis, Tenn.
Orleans.
"Both families are safe," Nutt
said. "They've gotten out."
Nutt said Vinnett's family left
TODAY'S LUMP knitAggnit
before the storm and is now in
; Lindy holt*,
Fayetteville.
"
I :,.. [imam KestetyIWO Apar
-They drove when they first
To mree on Ku co ~ono,
got the warning. ... It's been a
coital tato,*
tough, tough deal for the state of
1•011 Maio R.• 753-51142
Louisiana," he said.
The Razorbacks open the
TV, radio
Saturday
season
against
Today
couaGE FOOTBALL
By DAVE GOLDBERG
Only one hurdle has been Division !-AA Missouri State,
6 p.m.
which last played Arkansas in
crossed.
AP Football Writer
ESPN2 — Oregon at Houston
Following the Raiders game, 2000 when the school was
There is only one certainty
6:30 p.m.
ESPN — UCF at South Carolina
about the New Orleans Saints' the Saints will go to San called Southwest Missouri State.
615 p.m.
The Razorbacks won that
future:_They
will live and work Antbnio, where they will stay at
ESPN2 — Minnesota ar Tulsa
GOLF
out of the Marriott Riverwalk in the same hotel they stayed at last game 38-0, their fourth of eight
111:30 a.m.
season when Hurricane Ivan consecutive opening-game vicSan Antonio for a while.
TGC — European POA Tour
chased
them out of New Orleans tories.
Beyond
that,
question marks
European Masters first round. al
"We have had a good camp
Cie's sur-Sierre Switrenand
abound. It's highly unlikely in the second week of the reguMAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
and
we are excited to play," Nutt
lar
season.
they'll
he
able
to hold their
6.30 p.m.
The Saints will also use the said. "We know it is game week
home opener Sept. 18 at the
IBS
Washington at Atlanta
TENNIS
Superdome — and they may not same practice facilities at Trinity and we are excited that it is
6 p.m.
be able to play there at all this University, so they will have, as here."
USA -- U S Open men s and
Missouri State will play its
women s second round. al Nevi York
season after the stadium was Bensel put it. "a certain comfort
first game since the name
level with where we are."
ravaged by Hurricane Katrina.
That would seem to make the change. which became official
So that first game against the
Alamodome.
holds last weekend.
which
New York Giants could be at the
The Bears have not beaten a
65,000
for
logical
football,
a
Its been a long. Alamodome in San Antonio. Or alternative, although it's about Division I-A school since 1990,
at Tiger Stadium in Baton
550 miles from New Orleans, when they edged UNLV 3 1-24.
hot summer.
Rouge, La. Or even at Legion
farther than the NFL would like. Missouri State is 1-19 against IField in Birmingham. Ala.
But at this point, no one real- A teams since moving to 1-AA in
And all of those sites could
1982.
ly knows the options.
host other home games for the
by Barry Raidt
Arkansas will play its first
Commissioner
Paul
Saints, who escaped the hurriTagliabue and league officials game since the departure of
cane by flying with their fami- have discussed
the situation Matt Jones, the Southeastern
lies last weekend to San Jose, over the past few days. Location Conference's career leader in
Calif. New Orleans plays at hasn't been the most important yards rushing for a quarterback.
Oakland on Thursday night in its topic.
Jones, a first-round draft
final exhibition game.
"We've been talking about choice of the Jacksonville
While the Saints and NFL how we as a league can assist Jaguars, is trying to make it in
officials have been discussing a with relief efforts," NFL the NFL as a wide receiver. Nutt
variety of alternatives, they spokesman Greg Aiello said. knows his team will play differhaven't talked yet with many of "Not only for Saints players and ently without Jones.
the people at the proposed sites. officials and their families, but
"When you lose a guy like
"We can say is LSU an also for a lot of other players in Matt Jones, that really hurts,"
Its another day in Paradise, this
early morning. cruising the secoption, yeah, hut is it an option the league who live or have fam- Nutt said. "He did so much
ondary channel out of Eagle
with them?" Saints spokesman ilies in the region."
offensively for us and we will
Creek. with the shorelines there
Greg Hensel said Wednesday by
The Saints aren't the only miss him a great deal."
still a lush green and the surface
Sophomore Robert Johnson
phone from San Jose. "That's ones in sports affected by the
of the water as smooth as glass
the next hurdle. We haven't damage done to the 65.000-seat will replace him, making his
As I navigate the channel turnfirst start Saturday.
crossed that hurdle yet."
Superdome.
ing east southeast

Homeless Saints
could face vagabond
season in 2005
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MAJOR

LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS

American League
AN Times CDT
East Dsion
W L Pct GB
77 54 588
Boston
—
New York
75 57 568 21/2
Toronto
66 66 50011 1/2
Baltimore
62 70 47015 1/2
55 79 41023 1/2
Tampa Bay
Central Division
W
L Pot GB
—
80 51611
Chicago
74 59 556
Cleveland
7
70 63.526
Minnesota
11
63 67 48516 1/2
Detroit
43 88 328
Kansas City
37
West Division
W
L Pet GB
75 57 568
Oakland
—
74 58.581
1
Los Anginas
1/2
Texas
89.48111
64
Seattle
19
56 76.424
Wedneeday's Games
Texas 9, Chicago White Sox 2
Kansas City 1, Minnesota 0
Boston 7. Tampa Bay 6
Detroit 4, Cleveland 3
Baltimore 7. Toronto 0
N.Y. Yankees 2. Seam 0
L.A. Angels 2, Oakland 1
Today's Games
N.Y. Yankees (Jar.Wnght 4-2) at Seattle
(Pineal) 5-9), 3.35 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Waechter 5-8) at Boston
(Arroyo 10-9), 6:05 p.m.
Baltimore (Penn 2-2) at Toronto
(McGowan 1-2), 6107 p.m.
Detroit (J Johnson 7-10) at Chicago
While Sox (Contreras 9-7), 7.05 p.m
Texas (Rogers 11-7) at Kansas City
(Howell 1-4), 7. 10 p.m
Oakland (Kennedy 7-8) ai L A Angels
(E.Santana 7-6), 9.05 pm
Friday's Games
Baltimore (Maine 1.1 / at Boston
(Papelbon 0-1), 6:05 p.m
Tampa Bay (Hendrickson 8-7) at
TomfltO (Downs 2-3), 6:07 p.m
0011011 (Robertson 6-11) at Chicago
White Sox (Garcia 11-7), 7:05 pm
Cleveland (MiliviOod 7-11) at Minnesota
(Radice 8-10). 710 p.m
Texas IC Young 11-7) at Kansas City
(Greinke 3-16). 710 pm
N.Y Yankees(Leiter 4-3) at Oakland
(Heron 11-10). 905 pm
Seattle (Moyer 11-5) at L.A. Angels
(Byrd 9-9), 9!05 p.m.

National League
East Division
W
L Pct GB
75 58.564
Atlanta
—
71
62
534
4
Philadelphia
70 63.526
5
Florida
69 63.523 5 1/2
New York
6
69 64 519
Washington
Central Division
W L Pet GB
85 49.634
St. LAU.S
70 62.530
14
Houston
65 68.48919 1/2
Milwaukee
63 70.474211/2
Chicago
Cincinnati
62 70.470
22
Pittsburgh
55 78 41429 1/2
West Division
W
L Pet GB
San Diego
66 66 500
—
61 72 459 5 1/2
Los Angeles
74
452
6 1/2
61
Arizona
7
59 73.447
San Francisco
52 81391141/2
Colorado
Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee 6, Pittsburgh 5
LA Dodgers 7, Chicago Cubs 0
San Diego 9, Arizona 5
Sart Francisco 5. Colorado 3
Atlanta 5. Washington 3, tat game
Washington 4, Atlanta 3. 2nd game
St Louis 10, Florida 5
Philadelphia 8, N.Y. mats 2
Houston 10, Cincinnati 0
Today's Games
Philo:imp*.(Lieber 12-12) at N.Y Mets
(Glavin. 10-11). 1210 p.m.
Washington (Armes 7-7) at Atlanta
(Smoltz 13-6). 635 p.m
San Diego (Eaton 9-3) at Milwaukee
(Hefting 1-0), 705 p.m.
Cincinnati (Harang 9-11/at Houston
(Oswalt 15-11), 7:05 pm
Friday's Games
Chicago Cubs(Maddux 10-11) at
Pittsburgh (Fogg 6-9), 605 p.m.
Philadelphia (Padilla 7-12) at
Washington (Halama 0-1). 6:05 p m
Cincinnati (Milton 7-12) at Atlanta
(T.Hudson 11-7), 6:35 p.m.
N.Y Meta (V.Zarribrano 7-tO/at Florida
(Willis 18-8), 6:35 pin
San Diego (Lawrence 713/it
Milwaukee (Capuano 14-9). 705 p.m
St Louis (Mulder 15-6) at Houston
(E Astacto 2-6), 705 p.m.
L A Dodgers (Weaver 13-8) at
Colorado (S Kim 3-2), 8:05 p.m.
San Francisco (Schmidt 11-6) at
Anzona (Webb 11-10), 8.40 p.m.

•Cats ...

then a
smooth, easy. turn to the north,
with the Ned Ray McWherfer
Bridge in full view over the
bow I reflect on the past week
Dockside

II Picks ...
From Page 1C
that my performance left little to be desired from one listener. This particular listener
went as far as to say that she
wouldn't have known that I had
ever done radio before.
Again. mediocrity.
After having my brief baseball hopes quickly dashed. I
was eager for the upcoming
football season, thanks to the
"Kings of Mediocrity", the
Chicago Cubs.(Although this
year, Steve Hartman had
absolutely nothing to do with
it.)
Yes, another year where I
find myself muttenng,"Wait
'til next year."
So I stopped bashing Dusty
Baker on a daily basis and kept
dreaming of my ideal starting

ed
The weather was far from ideal.
but the food was excellent, as
well as the service and the
smiles Beverages still tlowed,
the ladies still glowed and the
pirates all gnnned
Fnday. September 2, Roger and
Angela, of Nightfish, will entertain on deck from 4 30 p.m al
into the night. Saturday afternoon. September 3, 'Delicious
Blues Stew". will again bnng
their blues and Zydeco music
dockside. from 2.00 til 6 p m.
Sunday afternoon. September 4,
The John Sutton Band will again
rock the dock. and Labor Day.
September 5. Nightfish. with
Barnacle Bill and Angela will roll
us through the afternoon
As I make a smooth 180 degree
turn nearing the no wake buoys
of Cypress Springs and Cypress
Bay Mannas and head back the
way I came, there s a smile on
my face that feels four feet wide,
It's
been a long, hot
summer but not long enough,
as we approach the iast holiday
weekend of the summer of '05
Well still be open in Fall
Keep

between the buoys

See ye Dockside

Eagit. Nest
Marina and
Dock skit'

Restaurant & Bar

111
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Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield
4,, View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsin(
,corn

Ihrettions trim" %hurray. Like
Ilits. 121s.. tent rieht saw(
111n%.,.turn left at
ol
:mile.
kirk's trading ru.t. ge I,

Phone: 7.114•44.2524

and 58 tackles, the second-highFrom Page 1C
est total on the team.
season's team captains.
He'll start at strong safety
"I can't see anyone else being
in those positions except those Sunday. when the Wildcats host
archrival Louisville in the seatwo," Huffman said.
Abdullah became a starter in Son'opener for both teams.
"The bigger the game, he has
2003, during Brooks' first season as Kentucky's coach. played very well," Archer said.
Abdullah had four interceptions "When we play big-time compethat season, tops among tition, he normally shows up."
Although he's toiled on a
Southeastern Conference free
safeties. In a 24-21 loss to team that has finished 4-7 and 2Florida. he had an interception, 9 the past two seasons, outsiders
a fumble recovery, a pass have noticed Abdullah. He's on
the preseason watch lists for the
breakup and five tackles.
Last season, he started at free Bronko Nagurski Award and Jim
safety before switching to strong Thorpe Award, which are given
safety for the Wildcats' final to the nation's top defensive
three games. He received sec- player and defensive back,
ond-team All-SEC honors after respectively. Abdullah apprecirecording three interceptions ates such recognition but said
it's not that big of a deal.

1-800-363-4720

lineup for next season, all while
gearing up for another year on
the gridiron. Then. I had one of
a few fantasy football drafts ...
Someone please explain to
me how I got a team full of
players I didn't even rank in my
top 100 picks while the lone
girl in the league i who happens
to still be into baseball because
she's a Cardinals' fan) ended up
with the first pick — and
Peyton Manning!
Not that I would want
Peyton Manning. After all, he's
not mediocre, and, quite
frankly, I just don't like him.
So since I'm behind the
eight-ball. what else is there left
to do but pull out my magic
eight-ball and see if I can't
reverse my fortunes.
Murray High vs.
Calloway County
No one would have thought
that after two weeks into the
season, both local squads would
have a big goose egg before a
numeral. I for one did not. It's
been three years since these two
teams have met on the field.
And with their recent performances, it's anyone's game for
the taking.
On paper. Murray High
looks to he the favorite, but
who knows what would happen
if Calloway's quick air strike
finally launched Somebody's
got to win, might as well be the
Lakers.
Reidland at
Ballard Memorial
The Bombers' defeat ot
South Fulton leaves them I-1 in
the overall district standings.
Ballard hasn't been able to say
that in a couple of years at this
point and time. They also edged
Reidland in a scrimmage earlier

this year. Meanwhile, Reidland
is off to a 0-1 start after losing
at Fulton County last week. The
streak continues for Ballard
Memorial this week ...
Bombers.
Paducah Tilghman at
Graves County
Graves has notched back-toback wins against Ballard
Memorial and Calloway County
in respective weeks, but has yet
to really be challenged.
Paducah Tilghman, on the
other hand, is going in the
opposite direction with back-tohack losses at Fort Campbell
and Warren Central — two better opponents than what the
Eagles have had to handle. Still
yet. if Graves offense runs with
as much stability as it did
against Calloway. the Eagles
should fly high over Tilghman
Eagles.
Fulton County at Heath
It's been a rough two years
for Fulton County, which has
changed coaches in midstream
both years. The new field general. former Racer Mance!
Elam. has given the Pilots their
hest start in two years with a 20 record.
Heath opened its season with
a loss to Illinois' Massac
County last week. Fulton is still
a young team, but believing in
Mancel is enough to ride the
wave of momentum ..
Mayfield at Hopkinsville
No one can blame the
Tigers' new coach. Dixie Jones,
for Hopkinsville's 0-2 start. To
Jones' credit, Hoptown has
taken on one of Tennessee's
best teams in Alcoa and battled
Louisville Male to the wire,
falling 22-15. Mayfield was
stunned at Marshall County last

week, and the Cardinals might
still be licking their wounds
after this week Tigers.
Marshall County at
Lone Oak
The Marshals are obviously
headed in the right direction
under second-year head coach
Mike Lawson. Marshall picked
up one of its biggest wins last
week against Class A Mayfield.
Lone Oak was equally
impressive in its rout of Murray
High. Still, we saw what happened with Lone Oak when it
were outnumbered at Class 4A
Lexington Dunbar (57-6).
Marshall County will lay down
the law to stay undefeated on
the year ... Marshals
Hopkins Central at
Trigg County
The Storm had two key
players move away at the end
of last school year. One of
them,6-foot-9 Albert Jackson,
opted for hoops mecca Oak Hill
Academy. The effects are starting to show as Hopkins County
Central is off to an 0-2 start.
Look for that trend to continue
again this week against a Trigg
County team that took one on
the chin last week against
Bowling Green ... Wildcats.
Murray State at
Mississippi State
With the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina still taking
its toll in the southeast, it surprises me that this game is still
going to be played. As it is, the
Bulldogs made historic news
last season with their hiring of
Sylvester Croom.
Croom became the
Southeastern Conference's first
black head coach. All that got
them was a 3-8 season. They
did however start the campaign

off 1-0, and that seems to be the
way it will go for them this
year. Murray State will be a
competitive and a good ball
club this year. It'll just come
against opponents more like
them ... Bulldogs.
Louisville at Kentucky
The Governor's Cup makes
its return to Commonwealth
Stadium this year on opening
day.
At least for the time being,
it's the last time this game will
open the season in Lexington.
Speaking of the governor, the
only man in the state of
Kentucky that could possibly be
busier than Ernie Fletcher himself will be Wildcat punter Tim
Masthay.
I know, I know, the odds and
recent history are against
Kentucky, but we're talking
about my mediocre Wildcats.
Besides. I can't bear to root for
Louisville in any sport, let
alone football ... Wildcats
Miami at Florida State
With QB Drew Weatherford
set as the starter, the Seminoles
are hoping he can play well
enough to end their ongoing
quarterback debate for awhile.
The Miami game will also
test how far along this team's
offensive line has progressed
under new coach Mark
McHale.
Last year. Miami won the
battle with Florida State but lost
the war. Despite their overtime
victory. the Hurricanes actually
finished behind the Seminoles
in the final Atlantic Coast
Conference standings because
of a late-season slump. That all
changes this year ..
Hurricanes.
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TIGERS vs. Calloway County, 7:3'

Edwards Tigers look for elusive win
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
As Lee Edwards ponders the
reasons the Murray High School
football team is 0-2 on the season, one thought quickly comes
to the forefront of his mind: A
football season is a marathon,
not a sprint.
The first-year Tiger head
coach is still searching for the
first elusive victory, but he
maintains that the game of football — specifically his game of
football — is more about wins
and losses.
"This is about how to deal
with life and when things don't
go well, you can't quit,"
Edwards said, "and right now
things aren't going well or else
we wouldn't be 0-2. But, at the
same time, I think the attitudes
are good."
After a weekend meeting
with his assistant coaches and a
Monday meeti9g with his sekier
players, Edwards knows the
commitment is still there on
both sides.
"We understand our goals for
this year are still a possibility of
being reached," the coach said.
"Our first five games are not the
easiest in the world, and that
will pay off for us in the long
run. But we are going to keep
plugging.
"Fifteen games is a long season," Edwards continued.
"That's still what we want to do.
That hasn't changed."
The Tigers' next game, however, is one that renews a
crosstown rivalry with Calloway
County. The two schools haven't
met on the gridiron since 2002.
More noteworthy, the last
time the Tigers started the season 0-2 was in 1996 — Murray
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Who would you mod like to
most...
Brett Fevre
One lesson your parents taught
you is ...
Treat Others Wit* Respect
If a movie was to be made about
you, who would you like to portray YOU •-•
Vince Waugh
Favorite Food ...
Patti's Pork Chops
won the lottery, what is
ssttgysu would buy
eilillatudirer's knee surgery
Ipm mid take the field to any
Nag VW wools' it be ...
F ea/ Coanbiown
First* place you've been on
MICHAEL DAMN/Ledger & Times Photo

Jon Wilson, a Junior running back for the Tigers, will look to run Murray High past
Calloway on Friday night.
fell 24-19 to Calloway in its season opener and lost to Union
County 28-20 the following
week.
"When you're 0-2, the next
one is always the big one no
matter what game it is,"
Edwards said.
Still, Edwards knows that
this isn't just another game

-There's no way that this is
just another game. It's a big
game," he said. "It would be big
if we were both 2-0, but I think
the fact that we are both really
needing a win is, magnified in
this game."
But it's not always about the
opponent.
"I've said for months now

NINO TUFF
Protect your truck
with the world's #1
SPRAYED-ON BED LINING
Go
Tigers.

2005 TIGER SCHEDULE

Rhino Linings fu
THE SPRAYED-OH LINER"

753-5142

that the No. 1 team on our
schedule is Murray High
School," Edwards said. "We
have to not beat ourselves."
With that being said,
Edwards'
impression
of
Calloway County is that of a
football team going in the right
direction under fellow rookie
head coach Josh McKeel, who is

Comm
"Cavallad by Michael Asaa

"coaching his guts out."
"I've watched them on film a
lot, and they do a lot of things
right,"
said.
Edwards
"Defensively. I think they are
pretty solid. They seem to be
very fundamentally sound.
"They don't have the most
complex scheme, but I think that

2005 DISTRICT STANDINGS
bee
Fullco County
May6ead

2-0
1-1

0-0
0-0

Fulton City
)31dard Merno,a

I -I
1-1

0-0
0-0

Murray

0-2

0-0

This week's games
Murray vs Calloway County
Mayfield at Hopkriavills
Ballard Manorial as Resdland
Fulton City OPEN
Fulton County at Heath

surrey

2005 Tiger Stets
13 0 0 -.7 -zo

Opponents
20
81
415

14

13

28 1111---70 - 1

*nit Dooms
%MSS

Rushing Yards
Paula,

65
453
10-5
21175

514

10-22-0

Panay Ywds

151
065
10-3

Total Yards
Furnhea-iost

Penalise

14-110

Rushing - Rastad Troup 47-276 TD, Jon
Wilson 14-167, Anton Hammonds 1-2,
Hugh Rollins 19+7)
Pawing • Hugh Rollins 5-9-065 TD,

Remains - Drew Sulphurs 4-42, Joe
Barton 1-23 TO.

Josh is doing exactly what he
needs to be doing. He's establishing something to hang their
hat on. They take on blocks well
and they tackle well, and that's
the key to a good defense right
there."

Get Your FREE Full Spinal Examination!
*IiLkli---m- (No Obligation - Nothing To Pay)
This entire exsasinatiou is
FREE.
YOU SW HAVE ONE OF THESE
If yoe went more awe aid trachoma
16DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES! we do ell the paperwork.
759-1116
1. Low Back Pain
9. Numb Hands
2. Headaches
3. Shoulder Pain
4. Arthritis
5. Dizziness
6. Sore Elbows
7. Neck Pain
8. Indigestion

10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms
13. Numb Fingers
14. Hip Pain
15. Tight Muscles
16. Aching Feet

Call low!
Ida, This Coupes With You.
Offer Expires 9/30/05.

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can
relieve your aches and pains. This examination normally costs $5000 or
more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological test,a spinal alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess
motion in the spine, and a pnvate consultation with the doctor to discuss
the results.
DISCLAIMER ANY PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A ROW TO REFUSE TO Mr

BUCK'S BODY SHOP

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER, INC.

900 SYCAMORE ST.• MURRAY

1703 HWY. 121 NORTH BYPASS• MURRAY, KY 42071

Couldn't Make It To The Game?
We've Got You Covered!
Catch All The
Football Action
On MES Channel 15

lost
ly

all

THIS WEEK'S FEATURED GAME
MHS Tigers vs.
Calloway County
Replayed game night Friday at Midnight
Tues.-Thurs. the following week 8 p.m. nightly
DON'T MISS A THING —MIES CHANNEL 15

Dr. Heskett & Family

We Lova To Sas You Healthy!

It's Football Time...
Don't Miss A Thing!
WVC GOT ALL YOUK
LOCAL VOUS COMP...
SUISCRI6E TOPAY!
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LAKERS at Murray High 7:30 p.m.

McKee!,!Akers ready to renew rivalry
Laker Profile
A.1Ap

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
When Calloway County
meets Murray High on Friday
night for the first time in three
years. expect the Lakers to still
bust through their paper banner.
form a mosh-like huddle prior to
kickoff and be pumped and
primed for their crosstown rivalry with the Tigers.
Just don't be surprised as
well if this rivalty. which has
been in hibernation since 2002,
is overshadowed by the need for
a win when the teams take the
field at Roy Stewart Stadium,
the Tigers temporary home.
Both the Lakers and Murray
High are 0-2 to start the 2005
campaign.
When Calloway head coach
Josh McKee! and Tigers' skipper
Lee Edwards met to exchange
tapes on Saturday.'both coaches
agreed that the most important
—thin-- to their respective programs right now is that elusive
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Oct. 44
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Who would you most like to

"Both he and I are sitting
here telling -each- other that we
just need a win — not that the
rivalry is overshadowed, but in a
way it is," McKeel said. "You
look at the programs and both of
us are trying to play well, both
of us are trying to get that first
win."
Murray holds a slim margin
of victory over Calloway
County at 12-11 in the all-time
series. but the Lakers won easily
(35-6) three years ago.
McKeel was a part of a few
of those II wins as a tight end
for the Lakers in the mid-1990s.
He knows first-hand what the
game means — not just for the
players. but for the community
as well.
"We would look at other
games on our schedule. There

MICHAE L DANN Ledger & Times photo

Devon Winchester, a senior quarterback for the Lakers, looks to right Calloway's offensive ship this Friday against Murray High School.
was always a little more excite- tain Graves County, but admit- lackluster performance offenment with the Murray game," tedly wore itself out at the end. sively concerns McKeel, espeMcKeel reminisced. "When we eventually giving up 258 yards cially looking ahead to Friday
were able to put this one back on — 200 of which came on the night.
"You look at Murray's
the schedule, it's an exciting ground.
Calloway had four first weapons. (running backs) Jon
time foreveryone in the commu.downs against Graves, while Jon Wilson. Rashad Troup and
nity."
Calloway fell 35-0 to Graves none were recorded in the open- (quarterback ) Hugh Rollins. in
County last Friday at home,only ing game against Dyer County, the backfield. If you give them
manufacturing 105 yards in total Tenn, according to slats com- the hall enough times, they are
going to make something hapoffense. Meanwhile, the Laker piled by The Ledger & Times.
Compounding that with a pen."
defense did what it could to con-

Me Alston
One lesson your parents taught
you is ...
Be Polite
If a movie was to be made about
you, who would you like to portray You
Sean raPam Scott
Favorite Food ...
BBQ Chicken
If you won the lottery, what is
the first thing you would beg..
1969 Dodge Charger
If you could take the field to any
song, what would it be ...
Neils Belts
Favorite place you're been on
vacation ...
Smoky Mosotaiss
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Laker senior quarterback
Devon Winchester has taken his
licks in two games for Calloway,
finishing I2-for-41 with six
interceptions and 337 yards.
Even so, he has McKeel's confidence to remain the CCHS QB,
despite some talk last week of
opening up the position between
Winchester and Logan Seay.
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0-2
0.2
C.',2
0-2
...;-2

Y igtt,80
i

"I believe in Devon or he
never would have been my
starter in the first place,"
Mc/.eel said. "I believe in Is
aitiiles and his ability to be our
leader offensively. We're definitely not going to put him on
the shelf."
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